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Students participate 
in kindness event 
Students will be on the 
step* of the Education 
building today as part of the 
second random acts of 
kindness event at the Uni- 
versity. 
The members will have 
tables set up with coffee, 
cookies and crafts. Mem- 
bers of the group will also 
hand out bags to students 
walking by for the students 
to help pick up trash on 
their way to class to help 
clean up campus. 
Deadline for police 
division positions 
Applications and dead- 
lines for the Bowling Green 
police division positions are 
quickly approaching. Can- 
didates will be scheduled to 
take the test on Saturday, 
May 18 with the possibility 
of testing on May 19, de- 
pending on the number of 
applicants. 
To be eligible, candidates 
must apply In person at the 
Personnel Office of the City 
Administrative Building, 
304 North Church Street be- 
tween 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Those applicants who 
pass the physical agility 
test will then be eligible to 
take the written exam on 
June 1. 
The deadline for applying 
for the test is Friday, May 
10. The minimum education 
requirement is an associate 
degree. 
Compiled from staff and 
wire repot ts. 
Quote of 
the day 
"Once I found I 
I glass I was |seduced by it. 
It's my focus." 
-Colleen 
Longstreet about 
her exhibition at 
the Findlay Art 
League Gallery 
Faculty proposes salary increase 
Dimwimock 
The BC News 
A resolution passed Tuesday 
by the Faculty Senate favoring a 
six and one half percent salary 
Increase for continuing faculty 
was disputed by members of the 
Senate, causing part of the reso- 
lution to be tabled until the next 
meeting. 
President Sidney Ribeau dis- 
cussed the Issue In his report, 
claiming the faculty should have 
the best benefits, but should also 
remember there Is a limited 
amount of money. 
"I will always advocate for the 
best possible faculty compensa- 
tion package," Ribeau said. "We 
all have to understand that we're 
not dipping into an unlimited pot 
of resources... it's the same pot" 
Currently, the University 
ranks last among the eight state 
institutions in Ohio for the aver- 
age all-rank salary at $50,549, 
which is. nearly $9,000 less than 
the top-ranking Ohio State. 
Ribeau said the reason for the 
low rating in the all-rank catego- 
ry was due to the uneven disbur- 
sement of levels in faculty posi- 
tions. He said it was caused by 
retirements throughout the de- 
partments and the hiring in of 
new faculty. 
The Faculty Welfare Commit- 
tee submitted the report docu- 
menting the salary status of f ac- 
Ribeau evaluates 
project standing 
Jay Young 
The BG News 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau honored Focus on Febru- 
ary volunteers and discussed the 
future of the Building Communi- 
ty project Thursday in Olscamp 
Hall. 
Ribeau spoke to employees and 
students who facilitated and par- 
ticipated in organizing campus- 
wide discussions in February. 
Numerous topics were explored 
by members of the University 
community over a week's period. 
Each discussion was recorded 
and has been transcribed by 
members of the committee. 
Ribeau told the volunteers he 
believes they played a crucial 
role In the first part of the 
project. 
"I see a connection between 
what you're doing In the context 
of facilitators and what we need 
to do with out students," Ribeau 
said. "We need to demonstrate In 
every aspect of our University 
life what in fact it means to be a 
true learning community. I think 
we can do that, and you all have 
taken a quantum leap In that 
direction." 
Fiona Macklnnon-Slaney, 
committee member and Faculty 
Senate Chairwoman, said tran- 
scribing the tapes took a lot of 
time. 
"It's a big job, but it's so re- 
warding to hear the positive feel- 
ings and the warmth that stu- 
dents and faculty, classified staff 
and administrators have for 
Bowling Green," Mackinnon-S- 
laney said. "There's also a reali- 
zation that some of the structures 
and processes need to change." 
The president said the next 
move will be to put the input into 
action. 
"The next step is very clear to 
me. It is, 'Let's look at the Is- 
sues,'" Ribeau said. "What we 
need to do is collectively look at 
those things and say, 'OK, what 
seems to be the driving force be- 
hind all of these initiatives?'" 
Ribeau said a leadership team 
will be developed to help faculty. 
"What the faculty needs is on- 
going training," Ribeau said. 
The committee will be meeting 
In the next few weeks to prepare 
a final report, which is scheduled 
to be given to the president by 
April 30. Committee members 
have stated that the committee 
will be made available to the 
campus community before the 
president makes final decisions 
on what suggestions to carry out. 
Explosives found 
in suspect's cabin 
Nicholas K. Ginnios 
The Associated Press 
HELENA, Mont. -• In- 
vestigators found a partially as- 
sembled pipe bomb, chemicals 
and meticulous notes on making 
explosives In the mountain cabin 
of the former Berkeley math 
professor suspected of being the 
Unabomber, federal officials 
said Thursday. 
Theodore John Kaczynskl, S3, 
was charged Thursday with pos- 
sessing the bomb components 
and was held without bail. Ap- 
pearing before a Judge, Kaczyn- 
skl, bearded and thin, said he was 
mentally competent and couldn't 
afford bis own lawyer. 
The charge made no mention of 
the Unabomber's string of bomb- 
ing attacks, which killed three 
people and Injured 23 In 18 years. 
Federal officials said the charge 
was designed to hold Kaczynskl 
while agents build a case. 
The FBI again searched Kac- 
zynskl's hand-built, 10-by-12-foot 
cabin Thursday. Federal officials 
said the search could last several 
days. 
"It's going very slowly because 
we're not sure if it's booby- 
trapped," said a federal agent 
speaking on condition of anonym- 
ity. "We have an explosives ord- 
nance team X-raying everything 
before we touch it" 
The cabin has no electricity or 
running water, which would ap- 
pear to match the Unabomber's 
aversion to modern society and 
technology. 
FBI agents had been staking 
out Kaczynski's cabin near the 
Continental Divide for several 
weeks, ever since his own mother 
and brother In the Chicago area 
notified authorities that they had 
stumbled across some of his old 
writings while cleaning out the 
house they were putting up for 
See UNAMMML page three. 
ulty. One goal of the resolution is 
to move the University up to the 
60th percent lie level among doc- 
toral-level institutions. However, 
to reach that goal, an eight per- 
cent annual increase would be 
necessary. A six and a half per- 
cent Increase would be necessary 
to move the University up to the 
50th percentile, while a five per- 
cent Increase would allow it to 
remain the same. 
Some discussion took place at 
the Faculty Senate meeting be- 
cause of some concerns that too 
much money would be used for 
the raise, taking away other 
areas of concern. 
Ron Stoner, professor of phys- 
ics and astronomy, said there is 
some concern about the increase 
in faculty salary because there is 
not an increase in the budget to 
allow for it. He explained the in- 
crease in salary would go into ef- 
fect for faculty only, leaving 
classified and administrative 
staffs without the increase. 
'We don't have a six and a half 
percent Increase in the educa- 
tional budget," Stoner said. "The 
real problem is the political prob- 
lem." Roger Thlbault, chairman 
of the Faculty Senate Budget 
Committee, said the increase, if 
effective for faculty, must also 
be installed for other staff at the 
University. 
"I dont think It would be very 
good to offer a 6.5 percent in- 
crease to faculty and a 2 percent 
Increase to our other col- 
leagues," Thlbault said. "It would 
be for all workers at the Univer- 
sity." 
Thlbault said the Increase 
would cost the University $4.1 
million dollars. He :iei<l with that 
much of an Increase, many other 
programs would need to be cut, 
such as scholarships or the li- 
brary budget. 
"There are certain costs that 
are fixed, such as utilities," Thl- 
bault said. "And $4.1 million dol- 
lars Is a lot of money." 
According to Ribeau, if too 
much money is taken out of the 
See SALARY, page four. 
Amy Johnioi/Th« BGNcwi 
Sara Bishop, left, and Sandra Welnmann, both Junior social work majors, dig a trench along an 83-year- 
old man's trailer In Vanceburg, Ky. The trench will enable a pipe to be run from the well to the trailer so 
the man can have running water. 
Appalachia trip allows 
real-world experiences 
Dawn Killer 
The BC News 
Editors note: This is the first 
part in a two-part series about 
the annual spring break trip to 
Appalachia. 
Twenty area residents and 
students had the chance to help 
repair a trailer, build a cabin, 
visit nursing homes and fami- 
lies and experience a different 
culture In Kentucky during 
spring break. 
As an alternate spring break 
experience, the students went 
to Glenmary Farm In Vance- 
burg, Ky. to help residents, ac- 
cording to Rev. Daniel Zak. 
Zak, who helped organize the 
trip, said the Glenmary mis- 
sion has been doing work In 
Appalachia for more than 30 
years, and 25 years ago they 
set up a farm in Vanceburg to 
work in the area. The mission 
created Project Self Help, a 
construction project designed 
to help people in fixing up 
houses and also in building new 
ones, he said. 
Students participated in the 
project by fixing up a trailer 
for an 83-year-old man who 
suffered  frostbite  from  the 
cold winter, Zak said. 
The students gutted the 
trailer, and then Insulated It 
and sealed the roof, according 
to Michael Viet, sophomore 
computer art major. He said 
they also ran a pipe from the 
well to the trailer so the man 
could have running water. 
"It was worth It to be able to 
help him," he said. 
Sara Bishop, junior social 
work major, said the trailer 
looked a lot better when they 
left 
"We made It more like a 
home again," she said. 
Bishop said the students also 
worked on a temporary hous- 
ing spot 
"If a family's house burned 
down, they could stay In the 
place we built until their house 
was repaired," she said. 
The group also visited area 
nursing homes, senior centers 
and mental Institutions. 
Viet said visiting people was 
the most rewarding part of the 
trip. 
"You could see how happy 
the people were to talk to us 
because they didnt get visitors 
very often," he said. 'It was 
written all over their faces." 
"You could see how 
happy the people 
were to talk to us 
because they didn't 
get visitors very 
often. It was written 
all over their faces." 
Michael Veit 
sophomore computer art major 
Bishop said they had a 
chance to experience a 
different culture and it was in- 
teresting. 
"We went to see one family 
and they sang and played their 
guitars," she said. "It was a 
real growing experience to see 
how someone else could live so 
simply... it was Just a different 
culture." 
Some of the students said 
they went on the trip to give to 
others, but instead they 
learned and received a lot 
"I learned to understand how 
See KENTUCKY, page three. 
Colored Ink 
Opinion 
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E.A.R. to the America needs much less killing 
Ground... 
W% here at E.A.R. hope that everyone had a great 
V Vspring break. Just one thought - What's up with the 
people who didn't go anywhere, but spent all week going 
to the tanning bed to look as though they did? Preten- 
tious much? 
*** 
By now, everyone has been thoroughly irritated by the 
major detour required due to the tunnel reconstruction 
project. On top of the multiple personality disorder syn- 
drome-suffering weather, it makes for a lot of reasons to 
consider transfering to that other school you applied to 
• * * 
Does Marge Schott ever quit? She recently showed her 
ever-famous graciousness with her comment about how 
it wasn't fair that the Reds opening game had to be 
spoiled by that oh-so-inconvenient event of the umpire 
dying on the field. And you thought that the players were 
self-centered. 
• ■*• 
It seems as though the crowds at the Rec have gone 
down considerably since the passing of Spring Break. 
We suppose this separates the truefitness gurus from 
those who suffered from pre-swimsuit donning panic. 
For those of you who haven't seen them, we have a 
wonderful new dorm room/apartment pet for those of 
you lacking - Fantasy Fish! They look and act just like 
real fish, but you don't have to feed them or change their 
water! We here at E.A.R. have some of our very own - 
since we can't manage to keep real fish alive. 
*** 
The Cleveland Indians are a lot like Haley's Comet - 
they do something great about every 70 years or so and 
people are talking about it forever. 
• ** 
Check out this week's Weekend Reality -- we have 
Twenty Questions with the Men's Chorus, fresh from 
The Late Show with David Letterman. Also - Swampy 
comes out about his heart-wrenching USG defeat, and 
why your microwave is bad, bad, bad. 
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"Mother, I want to kill you." - 
Jim Morrison 
"I want you to want me." - Ro- 
bin Zander of Cheap Trick 
"Mother, I want to f *k you." - 
Jim Morrison. 
Everytime profanity gets 
pounded Into the keyboard, 
there's a fight Some people con- 
tend that readers will be turned 
off. Others say there's always a 
better word. And still others ar- 
gue that It's Just plain wrong. 
And sometimes they're right 
Profanity for profanity's sake is 
... well, better word larking... sil- 
ly. And some readers do flip the 
page. 
But it seems there's a double 
standard. 
I scanned the AP wire earlier 
this week looking for column 
fodder when I came upon the fol- 
lowing references: kill, assasln- 
ate, exterminate, Pat' Buchanan, 
holocaust, massacre, bloodbath, 
butchery, carnage, Art Model], 
murder, slaughter, slay and ter- 
minate. 
This list begs the questions: 
Why Is it okay to dedicate 20 in- 
ches to Tyson beating up Bruno, 
but unacceptable to give 10 lines 
to Jim Carroll beating off? Why 
Is it perfectly acceptable for me 
to tell you a story about a friend 
who blew his head off, but a tale 
about the pal who blew head falls 
far out of bounds? 
In  short,  why  does  society 
bleep out the boobs and keep the 
killing? 
Peiffer 
If the House of Represent 
tives has its way, sub-machine 
guns will be allowed in every 
home. The average prime time 
television show has 1.5 acts of 
violence a minute. Cheap Trick Is 
touring. 
It seems to me that we've got 
enough problems without worry- 
ing about an asterick. 
I mean, after all, what hurts 
worse: death or sex (Carnle Wil- 
son not-with standing)? Which 
act has the potential to give a 
person great pleasure? And 
which deed would be over in less 
than 30 seconds? 
The answer to all the above 
questions, at least If your nick- 
name Is Joe the "Speedin' Bul- 
let," is the last Morrison state- 
ment covered by the asterick. 
So why must they censor the 
word? 
Does the letter "U" hold some 
sort of mystical properties that 
they only teach you In Journalism 
school (probably right after the 
section covering affirmative ac- 
tion)? la the threat of death 
somehbw worse than the threat 
of orgasm? 
Well, I don't think so (again, 
Carnle Wilson non-with- 
standing). 
However, the same senators 
who gab for hours on the virtues 
of guns balk on the issue on sex- 
uality. 
Looks like America endorses a 
paradox bigger than Nell Car- 
ter's nipples. 
That's Just the way the moral- 
Ism crumbles. But it doesn't have 
to be that way. 
Imagine a society where we 
cherish the freedom of f* "king as 
dearly as we value the freedom 
to own firearms. 
A debate on the House floor 
might go something like this: 
"Listen to me son, I've got a 
wife that stays up In the country 
five days a week, and when I go 
home I just love to give her the 
business," a representative from 
New York might say during the 
recent debate to repeal super as- 
sault dildos. 
"You dont know about the pain 
these industrial size vibrators 
can caaause," Patrick Kennedy 
would drone. "My family has 
been affected by these marital 
aids. It's not been preeetyy. Ask 
William Smith." 
Eventually the bill would pass 
and the NVA (National Vibrators 
Association) would bring their 
full lobbiest weight to bear on the 
upcoming elections. 
But It doesn't stop there. 
With more frontal nudity and 
sweating and less killing and 
bloodshed America might be 
faced with an outbreak of "love- 
bys." 
Young men, flying their colors, 
would dance like West Side Sto- 
ry. Gangsta rap would sound like 
Boyz II Men. And even Carnie 
Wilson could get laid. 
Well, maybe not the perfect 
world. 
But then again, perhaps you'd 
see less k'lling. 
Joe Peiffer is the Friday col- 
umnist for The BG News. Ques- 
tions, comments and concerns 
can be sent to jpei- 
ffe9bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
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Kindness to be a 
daily kind of thing 
The Kind Coalition would like 
to extend our appreciation of Jay 
Young and the BG News In the 
promotion of our first celebra- 
tion of kindness whick took place 
at the Education Building on 
February 16,1996. However, the 
title of the News' article, "Kind- 
ness will be practiced Friday" 
was misleading. Members of our 
group, along with others who 
came to get a free cup of Joe 
were disappointed that the arti- 
cle suggested that we were pro- 
moting kindness on that Friday 
only. 
As many of you know, Febru- 
ary 12-16' was recognized 
throughout the country and here 
In Bowling Green as Random 
Acts of Kindness Week. What you 
might not know la that a group of 
university students independent- 
ly organized Kind Coalition. This 
group developed from the sim- 
plistic but necessary mission of 
promoting random kindness and 
senseless acts of beauty around 
the Bowling Green community. 
We are a newly formed group of 
Individuals all striving to pro- 
mote Mnrin*»« in everyday living 
and relations, and we welcome 
anyone who shares similar be- 
liefs and motives for the reward- 
ing effects of spreading kind 
nets. This editorial means to 
bring your attention to dor com- 
mitment tO thlS WIIMIMI 
This Friday, the Kind Coalition 
will once again set up a booth in 
and outside the Education Build- 
ing in order to educate our peers 
and many professionals on the Is- 
sue of kindness   Perhaps you 
were stuck with a smile by the 
Smile Patrol, or may have heard 
the drums echoing throughout 
campus last time the Kind Coali- 
tion celebrated kindness. 
Whatever affect we had on you 
during our last event, our mis- 
sion is being heard, and our 
efforts are being praised. In re- 
sponse to all the encouragement, 
the Kind Coalition Is Inviting you 
to Join our efforts by participat- 
ing In the second kind celebra- 
tion this Friday. Once again, 
members of the Kind Coalition 
will be offering smiles and hugs 
to everyone, free hot chocolate 
and coffee, compliments from 
UCF, as well as giving away CD's 
from Mad Hatter Music, flower 
seeds from Kmart, and other 
freebtes from local businesses. 
Also, this event will feature an 
Information booth for any Bowl- 
ing Green organization that 
wishes to display literature about 
their group or upcoming activi- 
ties. Interested groups should 
simply bring their stuff to the 
Education Building anytime Fri- 
day or contact Scott or Tracy at 
354-9725. 
As the Kind Coalition grows, so 
do positive relations between 
strangers and friends, staff and 
students, the University and 
community, and we openly invite 
and will enjoy any Interested 
person(s) to show themselves 
this Friday at the Education 
Building. This is not a promotion 
of the Kind Coalition, but simply 
a positive opportunity for per- 
sonal Interactions and for raising 
awareness. 
Scott Mlchaelis 
Senior 
Education Major 
Tracy Rodriguez 
Junior 
Sociology Major 
Committee honors 
student athletes 
The President and governors 
throughout the United States 
have designated April 6 as Stu- 
dent-Athlete Day. In support and 
recognition of the achievements 
of student-athletes, representa- 
tives from the Mld-Amerlcan 
Conference and the NCAA have 
worked hard to make this day a 
reality. Like many of the NCAA 
Universities, BGSU has de- 
veloped a Student-Athlete Ad- 
visory Committee (SAAC) to 
formulate and coordinate activi- 
ties that aid student-athletes' 
academic and athletic progress, 
as well as the Falcon Quest Pro- 
gram, to work with the university 
and the surrounding community 
on service projects, and to pro- 
mote a positiv image for stu- 
dent-athletes. 
Presently, BGSU Student- 
Athletes and SAAC representa- 
tives are working to enhance the 
collegiate   development   sem- 
inars, and a very well-organized 
Multicultural Mentoring Pro- 
gram, to name a few. In addition 
to furthering their own develop- 
ment student-athletes and ad- 
ministrators have organized a 
Speaker's Bureau. This program 
promotes such topics as drug and 
alcohol awareness while giving 
young people positive role 
models In their own community. 
Likewise, a community service 
committee Is organizing activi- 
ties in which student-athletes can 
best aid the Bowling Green and 
surrounding communities 
through service contributions. 
To better Inform people on the a- 
chievement of student-athletes 
and to provide useful informa- 
tion to assist student-athletes, a 
Student-Athlete Newsletter has 
also been established. 
On April 6, student-athletes are 
being recognized by many civic 
leaders for their commitment to 
excellence In and out of the ath- 
letic arena. If you have any ques- 
tions about what student-athletes 
are doing at BGSU, you can ask 
around your community, or you 
may Just be able to look to the 
head of your class where a num- 
ber of outstanding men and 
women are representing the or- 
ange and brown in as fine a fash- 
Ion off their playing venue, as 
they are In their more highly 
publicized arenas. At Bowling 
Green, the student-athlete popu- 
lation Is proud of their many suc- 
cess stories, and we are hopeful 
that the very best Is yet to cornel 
GO FALCONS) 
Dave Bruhowski 
Student-Athlete   Advisory 
Committee Member 
City 
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Police Blotter 
■ Sunday afternoon, two peo- 
ple were hitting golf balls outside 
of the East Merry apartments. A 
police cruiser was driving 
through the area and was struck 
by one of the balls. Damages 
were limited to the rear driver's 
side door. 
■Police were called when two 
unwanted visitors banged on a 
High Street residence. The males 
reportedly 'try to start fights on 
the weekends," the police report 
read. 
■A North Summit resident 
called the police to report a man 
"in a white pick up truck selling 
steak and seafood." Police were 
advised by the complaintant that 
the solicitor "seemed pretty pu- 
shy." 
■Two armed juveniles con- 
fronted a pizza delivery man 
early last Friday morning. The 
police were unable to locate the 
Individuals. 
■A man was reportedly "urin- 
ating in the driveway" of Fair- 
view Manor apartments last 
Thursday evening. The com- 
plaintant said she had to stop due 
to his obstruction and comment- 
ed the subject was laughing dur- 
ing the incident. 
■A girl complained of a man in 
a silver car exposing himself to 
her at a stop sign. When ques- 
tioned, the man told police of his 
"fetish with masturbation and 
driving." The perpetrator was 
arrested on charges of Indecent 
exposure. 
Jeff McEIroy looks at eggs being handled at the AgriGeneral 
Larue Egg Farm near Larue, Ohio. The plant, when completed, 
Graf Sailor/Tic AIIOCIMcd Praa 
will house 2.5 million chickens laying enough eggs to supply the 
needs of Easter baskets for many youngsters every year. 
Local group works to represent interests of area businesses 
Brandon Wray 
The BC News 
The Downtown Business Asso- 
ciation Is a group that works to 
represent the interests of local 
businesses. 
The group's goals are to im- 
prove, preserve and promote the 
downtown area as a cultural and 
community center according to 
Francis Brent, editor of the 
group's newsletter - The Regis- 
ter. 
"We are a non-profit organiza- 
tion supported by dues from the 
member businesses and from 
grants by the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development 
In Washington," Brent said. "The 
HUD grant was given to us to 
help preserve jobs for middle 
and lower Income people." 
The DBA employs a grounds- 
keeper to help clean downtown, 
which Brent said is a necessity In 
a college town. 
"Our groudskeeper is a menta- 
lly challenged individual who 
does <»n excellent job taking care 
of the downtown,"Brent said. 
"Being a college town. Bowling 
Green has a lot of beer bottles 
and cans that litter the streets." 
One of the physical projects 
the DBA worked on was the de- 
velopment of Community Com- 
mons, the tree lined walkway 
next to Madhatter Music Store. 
The walkway was once an awful 
eyesore but Is now a nice pass-th- 
TTie DBA operates three com- 
mittees: sales and promotion, 
which tries to think about ways to 
bring people downtown; special 
events which works on events 
such as Artwalk and the Black 
Swamp Arts Festival; and 
Streetscope. 
The Black Swamp Arts Fes- 
tival was founded four years ago 
when the DBA and Arts Allied, a 
community   baaed   arts   group, 
teamed up to start the festival 
according to Chuck VanRenter- 
ghem, director of the DBA 
"We still hold a seat on the 
board of the Black Swamp Arts 
Festival as does Aits Allied, but 
the festival has really taken on a 
life of its own with its own 
leadership and committees," 
VanRenterghem said."The fes- 
tival expects to have 35,000 peo- 
ple next year with 100 artists 
showing their work." 
The DBA has also worked out a 
deal with the Wood County In- 
ternet Council to provide local 
businesses with free web-sites, 
VanRenterghem said. 
"We have had people calling 
from as far away as Budapest 
and California who saw the site." 
VanRenterghem said. "Many are 
parents of students at the Uni- 
versity who want to check out the 
local attractions when they come 
here." 
Graduate students to display artwork in Findlay exhibition 
NlckSabo 
„ The BC News 
Two University graduate stu- 
dents will be displaying their art 
at the Findlay Art League Gal- 
lery April 5-19. 
Colleen Longstreet and Andrea 
Kowalkowski will display 22 art- 
works at the gallery. Longstreet 
and Kowalkowski have wanted to 
do a collaborative exhibition 
since they met three years ago. 
"We feel our work comes from 
UNABOMBER 
the same place, and that's why 
we chose to mount the exhibition 
together," Kowalkowski said, 
whose work Is based in sculpting 
non-ferrous metals. 
"I started as a math major," 
Longstreet said. "Once I found 
glass I was seduced by it. It's my 
focus." 
The artist's decision to have 
the exhibition led to a year's 
worth of planning. 
"We needed to find a gallery 
with enough space. One of my 
[worksImeasures 8 feet by 8 feet 
and is meant to be viewed from 
the Inside as well as outside. You 
walk Into it," Longstreet ex- 
plained. Longstreet's work is In 
glass. 
Longstreet and Kowalkowski 
decided on the Findlay Art 
League Gallery and paid their 
rent fee by painting the Gallery. 
Both handled all the arrange- 
ments, including public relations 
and designing posters and Invita- 
tions. 
Kowalkowski designed and 
built pedestals to display her 
work on, and Longstreet built her 
own rigging for suspension 
pieces. Their hard work nearly 
went down the drain en route to 
the Gallery when a tire rolled 
into traffic on Interstate 75. 
"We were leading a convoy of 
seven trucks when this tire 
shows up," Longstreet said. "I 
had this vision of the tire coming 
through the windshield. But 
[Kowalkowski] kept cool, and we 
avoided It. It was intense. We 
could have lost everything." 
Kowalkowski and Longstreet 
feel experiences such as these is 
the driving force behind thelr 
woric 
"Precious quality - the fact 
that at any moment something or 
everything can be taken away - 
It makes us appreciate what we 
have,"Longstreet said. 
"The show Is coming together, 
and it looks good,"Kowalkowski 
said. "We are truly Indebted to all 
of our family and friends for 
their show of true compassion 
and enthusiasm. We couldn't 
have done it without them." 
Kowalkowski and Longstreet 
will receive their master's de- 
gree In fine arts from the Uni- 
versity. 
KENTUCKY 
Continued from page one. 
tale and found them similar to 
the Unabomber's anarchist man- 
ifestos. 
Kaczynski was taken Into cus- 
tody by federal agents Wednes- 
day so they could search his ca- 
bin in the wilderness 50 miles 
northwest of Helena 
A key question went unans- 
wered: How could Kaczynski, de- 
scribed by neighbors as going 
everywhere on foot or on an old 
bicycle, have mailed bombs from 
locations Including San Fran- 
cisco, Oakland, Calif., Sacra- 
mento, Calif., and Clucago? Other 
bombs were left In cities around 
the country. 
Dick Lundberg, a neighbor, 
said he sometimes gave Kaczyn- 
ski rides into Helena. Plane con- 
nections were available there. 
Asked about the possibility of 
accomplices, one federal agent 
said: "This guy is a loner. He 
wouldn't work with someone 
else." 
FBI and Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms agents 
found a partially completed pipe 
bomb in the loft at Kaczynski's 
cabin, according to an affidavit 
by FBI agent Donald J. Sachtle- 
ben. 
Ten three-ring binders were 
recovered filled with "page after 
page of meticulous writings and 
sketches which I recognize to be 
diagrams of explosive devices," 
Sachtleben said. The diagrams 
show cross-sections of pipe 
bombs and electrical circuitry. 
In addition, agents found gal- 
vanized metal, copper and plastic 
pipes, four of them with copper 
plates sealing one end, "one of 
the first steps In the construction 
of a pipe bomb," Sachtleben said. 
Also recovered were potas- 
sium chlorate, sodium cholorate, 
aluminum powder, lead powder 
and sliver oxide powder, all of 
which can be used in bombs, he 
added Three rolled-up pieces of 
paper appeared to contain "logs 
of experiments to determine the 
optimum   pipe  dimension   and 
combination of explosive materi- 
als in various weather condi- 
tions,'' Sachtleben said. 
Federal officials, who spoke on 
condition of anonymity, said 
searchers also found two manual 
typewriters. The Unebomber has 
sent a sheaf of typed letters over 
the past few years, and In- 
vestigators wanted to compare 
those with the typewriters. 
A former assistant professor of 
mathematics at the University of 
California at Berkeley, Kaczyn- 
ski graduated from Harvard 
when he was barely 20, and 
received a master's degree and 
doctorate from the University of 
Michigan several years later. 
Academic-oriented and obsessed 
with technology, he fits the FBI 
psychological profile of the sus- 
pect. 
After retreating from aca- 
demic life In the 1970s, Kaczyn- 
ski lived in Utah, doing odd jobs 
and menial labor. 
Evelyn Vanderiaan, who was a 
neighbor of Kaczynski's family 
In the working-class Chicago su- 
burb of Evergreen Park, 111., said 
"Teddy was unusually smart. I'- 
ve never known anyone who had 
a brain like he. He mude It 
through high school in three 
years. ... I didn't see much emo- 
tion, just quiet" 
At Michigan, Professor Peter 
L. Duren, who served on Kac- 
zynski's doctoral committee, de- 
scribed him as smart. Independ- 
ent and dedicated. 
"He was unusually focused on 
math and spent all of his time do- 
ing It," Duren said. "I don't think 
he was political at that time. He 
was so busy, so Involved In math, 
I dont think he did anything 
else.'' 
At Berkeley, spokesman Jesus 
Mena said that records show 
Kaczynski submitted a letter of 
resignation m 1969. Department 
officials at the time filed a letter 
saying they tried to talk him out 
of leaving, "but he was intent on 
resigning." 
In court Thursday, Kaczynski 
appeared calm and spoke softly 
but clearly before U.S. District 
Judge Charles C Lovell. He con- 
sulted frequently with his attor- 
ney, public defender Michael 
Donohoe. 
Kaczyaskl 
When Lovell asked If he was 
unable to afford a lawyer, Kac- 
zynski said, "Quite correct" He 
said "no" when the judge asked if 
he had any mental Impairments. 
Lovell told Kaczynski and his 
lawyer to decide by noon Friday 
whether they want a preliminary 
hearing and a hearing to de- 
termine bail. 
The Unabomber's first blast 
occurred at Northwestern Uni- 
versity in suburban Chicago in 
197a The most recent of the 16 
attacks came April 24, 1995, 
when a timber industry execu- 
tive was killed In Sacramento, 
Calif. 
The Investigation was code- 
named Unabom, because the 
bomber's early targets were uni- 
versities and airlines. 
The FBI has spread copies of 
the Unabomber's writings 
throughout the academic com- 
munity In hopes of finding 
someone who recognizes the 
work.  In September, The New 
York Times and The Washington 
Post published. In the Post, his 
35,000-word treatise on the in- 
humanity of Industrial society. 
He promised to stop trying to 
kill If the treatise were pub- 
lished. There have been no bomb- 
ings since. 
Continued from page one. 
they live," Viet said. "Hospitality 
is different there ... they are 
friendly, more open. Others tend 
to judge people In that area, but 
they are not any different than 
me." 
"I learned to appreciate others 
and not to look at their surround- 
ings," Bishop said "We should 
look at people as individuals." 
Viet said he'd recommend the 
spring break trip to anyone 
"It brings a greater under- 
standing of the world we live in," 
he said. "It will show the Impor- 
tance of community, family and 
working. Our society rests on 
that... once you break down the 
family the rest of society falls." 
Zak said students get a varied 
experience from this trip. 
Hope to "sea" you there! 
Jum. 
into the 
Mainstream! 
The BGSU 
Recycling 
Program is 
proud to be a 
part of the 
BGSU 
Health Fair. 
It takes place 
April 10, 
1 9 9 6 i D 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
from 10-4. The BGSU Re- 
cycling Program's table will 
feature information on the 
dangers of water pollution to 
BGSU RECYCLING 372-8909 
our     sea 
life    and 
how     to 
avoid 
these 
problems 
through 
recycling. 
Games, 
contests 
and information will be 
available, as well as Recy- 
cling Program employees 
to answer your questions. 
{ft} 
EASTER SUITOAY 
BUFFET 
Grand Ballroom -- University Union 
^SLa   April 7,1996 
11 am- 3 pm 
Freshly carved prime rib, turkey breast, ham, 
mashed potatoes, dressing, vegetables, salad 
bar, rolls, desserts, and beverages. 
Adults - $9.95 plus tax 
BGSU Students - 88.95 
tW&r      ^AU Meal Cards Accepted 
Children 4-11 - 84.95 plus tax 
Children 3 and under free 
*Easter treats for children 
For reservatio 
Tina 372-2243, Friday 
or 
Kathleen 372-2641, Saturday, 10-5pm, 
mmm "'.Mi'W 
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Officials question plane crash 
Tony Smith 
The Associated Press 
DUBROVNIK, Croatia - In- 
vestigators turned Thursday to 
unraveling the final minutes of 
Commerce Secretary Ron 
Brown's flight and the reason it 
crashed near this Dalmatian 
part. Wiling all 35 people 
•board. 
Defense Secretary William 
Parry said Initial speculation 
Ibcused on faulty instrumenta- 
tion. But many questions re- 
mained a day after the jet clip- 
ped a barren hill in a raging 
rainstorm and crashed about 
two miles short of Dubrovnik's 
Cillpi Airport. 
Why was the plane off 
course? Why did rescue efforts 
erroneously focus at first on 
the waters of the Adriatic Sea? 
Could Croatian, NATO and U.S. 
rescuers have reached the site 
any faster? 
Even the number of victims 
was uncertain until more than 
24 hours after the crash. Initial 
reports from Washington said 
33 people were on board, but 
the State Department listed 35 
victims Thursday - all Ameri- 
cans except for one Bosnian 
and a Croat. 
"In travel in this part of the 
world, and in these conditions, 
you don't always get a good 
(passenger) manifest," the U.S. 
Ambassador to Croatia, Peter 
Galbralth, told a news confer- 
ence. 
Brown, accompanied by 
Commerce Department staff 
members and business execu- 
tives, left the Bosnian city of 
Tuzla on Wednesday afternoon 
for what should have been a 
short 130-mile flight south to 
the Croatian coast. 
In Tuzla, he had visited U.S. 
soldiers serving with the Bos- 
nian peace mission, passing out 
fast-food and sports videos. He 
was to have visited the Bosnian 
capital of Sarajevo and the 
Croatian capital of Zagreb on 
the trip. 
Officials in both capitals had 
eagerly anticipated Brown's 
visit for the possible U.S. in- 
vestment it could bring to their 
war-battered economies. 
"I am not sure we can over- 
come the loss of Mr. Brown," 
said Bosnian Prime Minister 
Hasan Muratovic, who had 
been expecting to meet the 
commerce secretary Thursday 
in Sarajevo. 
Instead, U.S. investigators 
were arriving to try to de- 
termine what caused the T-43, 
The AiMclitcd PrcM 
US Ambassador to Croatia, Peter W. Galbralth, left, Croatian Premier Zlatko Matesa, center, and 
an unidentified Croatian reporter walk near the site of the plane crash where the bodies of US 
Commerce Secretary Ron Brown and at least 32 others were recovered near VelJI Dol In Croatia. 
The plane had been cleared to land at Dtfbromlk Airport Wednesday when It crashed on approach 
into a hill. Reasons for the crash remain unclear. Investigators were still trying to determine exact- 
ly how many were on board. 
Iraq wants 
Dole for 
president 
The Associated Press 
PARIS - Talk about endorse- 
ments: Iraq's No. 2 man says he 
prefers Bob Dole to President 
Clinton in the U.S. presidential 
race. 
The reason? 
"Bill Clinton knows nothing 
about the region," Deputy Prime 
Minister Tariq Aziz said in m 
interview with the Paris daily Le 
Monde. 
Aziz told the paper in its 
Thursday editions that he pre- 
fers the Kansas Senator to Clin- 
ton but expects little change In 
U.S. policy no matter who wins 
the election. 
Clinton, he said, has no know- 
ledge of the Mideast. 
SALARY  
Bagel w/any 
Cream cheese 
990 
Not valid w/any other offer 
Expires 4/12/96 
$1.00 off 
The Purchase 
of one dozen 
Bagels at 
Regular Price 
Not valid w/any other offer 
Expires 4/12/96 
Eggel with 
cheese 
990 
Not valid w/any other offer 
Expires 4/12/96 
Continued from page one. 
budget, everything else will suf- 
fer. 
"I think we should be the beat 
and most fully compensated be- 
cause we expect the best per- 
formance ... our students deserve 
nothing less," Ribeau said. "If we 
dip into the pot for salary or any- 
thing else. It's still the same pot 
of money for tuition fee waivers, 
too." 
Stoner said that the resolution 
needs to be revised and clarified 
before It can go any further, but 
that It is necessary in order to 
catch up and achieve the goals 
set forth by the University. 
"Right now the cost of living is 
increasing," Stoner said. "To 
make any progress, you have to 
increase salary." 
Mow's a great time to pack a Mac: 
For further information please visit BGSU Computer Sales and Rental 
129 Hayes Hall or call (419) 372-7724 
Prices above do not include tax & handling fees! Please stop by for current availability on Performa 6214. 
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Can BG Softball 
get out of cellar? 
Stove Wlidmin 
The BC News 
Hie Bowling Green Softball 
team Is looking at this week- 
end as a chance to get Mi 
season kick-started as the Fal- 
cons take on Kent at the BGSU 
Softball Field. 
The Falcons are 0-6 In the 
Mid-American Conference 
(3-19 overall) and wins the 
weekend series against Kent 
can help pull them out of the 
MAC celler. Kent at 3-1 in the 
MAC (tied 3rd place), needs 
victories to establish them- 
selves as contenders for the 
MAC crown. 
The Falcons need to get 
more production on the 
offensive side of the ball. BG 
is hitting .212 as a team, and 
lack of hitting has hurt them 
this season. Head Coach Ra- 
chel Miller-Reif has been deal- 
ing with the lack of of fense all 
spring. 
"Offensively we have to Im- 
prove. We need to attack," 
Miller-Reif said. "In order to 
do well we have to turn that 
around." 
"We are hitting the ball hoi 
we are not getting any sofM 
contact," team captain and 
shortstop Amy Patterson said. 
"We have been hesitant when 
we go up to the plate. We have 
not been aggreatve In the early 
Innings," Falcon outfielder 
Pam Krvec said. 
The 3-1* shims has not made 
the Fatoasa went to give of 
«M> amly tfcree 
i on the seated *e Fal- 
doat have the foartk- 
year eapertenee that 
Mam may have. 
"We need to keep in 
•hat this la a young team. We 
are slumping, but all we need 
to do Is keep the ball and let 
the other team makes mis- 
takes," Miller-Reif said. 
"This season has been dls- 
apomtlng considering the 
amount of talent that we have 
on this team. But this is the 
time that we have to come 
together as a team," Kruez 
said. One Falcon that Is not 
slumping In the batting bos is 
centerflelder Jenny Ranz. She 
Is leading the team with a .377 
average. 
"She Is leading this team In 
peformance and attitude. She 
Is tearing it up. I hope It gets 
contagious," Miller-Reif aekl 
"She to our moat caoslstant 
hitter. She la hitting like a 
champ, amd we try te follow 
her lead," Patterson said. 
Practices have went well 
this week, and the Falcons are 
confident going Into the series 
with Kant. 
Pitching keys Reds loss, again 
Montreal comes up with seven runs in final three innings 
Joe Kay 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Moisee Alou, 
Henry Rodriguez and Darrin 
Fletcher homered Thursday as 
the Montreal Expos continued to 
pound Cincinnati relievers, bat- 
tering the Reds 10-2 in pitcher 
Jose Paniagua's major-league 
debut. 
The Expos scored 18 runs on 29 
hits to win the last two games of 
the series. They also started last 
season by winning two of their 
first three. 
Alou's two-run homer in the 
first off loser Dave Burba put the 
Expos ahead to stay, and Rodri- 
guez hit a three-run homer off 
Hector Carrasco in. a five-run 
sixth as Montreal pulled away. 
David Segul added a two-run 
single in* the seventh off Xavier 
Hernandez, and Fletcher hit a 
solo homer off Hernandez In the 
eighth. 
Alou, Rodriguez and Segul 
each drove In three runs. Alou, 
Segul and Mike Tanning had 
three hits apiece In the Expos' 
14-hlt attack. 
Paniagua, 22, was called up 
from the minors before the game 
and went five inning*, allowing 
Just four hits and one run. The 
right-hander with a history of 
control problems walked three, 
but pitched out of trouble In the 
third and fifth Innings. 
The Reds are off to a slow start 
for a second consecutive season. 
Al Bcknnaa/Ta* Au*clate4 Pma 
Montreal Expo catcher Darrin Fletcher prepares to tag out Cincinnati Reds baserunner Vlnce Coleman 
at first base after Coleman was caught In a run down. 
They started 0-6 last year before   Knight's   biggest   concern   all 
recovering to win the NL Central,    spring, has been largely to blame 
for the two losses. Relievers gave 
The   bullpen,   manager   Ray   up seven runs on nine hits in the 
final three innings of an 8-4 loss 
Wednesday night, and turned a 
close game Into a blowout Thurs- 
day. .     -: 
Hardballers have revenge in mind 
Scott Brown 
The BC News 
The Bowling Green baseball 
team, fresh off a disappointing 
1-2 midweek string, gets back 
into Mid-American Conference 
play this weekend with a four- 
game slate at Akron. 
The Falcons have a bit of a 
score to settle with the Zips, who 
stunned BG in the first round ef 
the MAC Tournament last year 
on the way to BG's disappoln tiag 
exit from the tournament after 
winning the regular Manag oenv 
ference title. 
That memory hasn't been lost 
on the Falcons. 
"We've been thinking about 
that since day one when they beat 
us," said junior pitcher Joe Cot- 
ton. "After they beat us, we had 
to stick around and work the tarp 
because we were hosting. It real- 
ly sunk In then. 
"That loss really has left some 
nasty tastes In our mouths." 
Joe Header, the Akron pitcher 
who bant BG In the MAC tourna- 
ment last year, will be throwing 
Game 1 on Saturday 
"We're looking te score some 
runs en him," Cotton said. 
The Falcons wan three ef their 
first tear MAC games last weak 
and against Miami, bat off anas 
The cenceras resaalaed 
through the fh-st two games this 
weak, a 7-2 toan to Notre Dame 
Tuesday and an 8-7 extra-Inning 
loss to Cleveland State In the first 
of two Wednesday. 
The bats awakened, however, 
against the Vikings in an 8-1 win 
In the nightcap. 
A players-only meeting be- 
tween games helped the Falcons 
get out of their offensive funk. 
"We had a meeting with all the 
players and we just decided to 
By and relax," Cotton said. "We 
came out the second game and hit 
the ball and did the things we 
to do to win." 
The pitching continues to be 
for the Falcons, de- 
giving up a five-run eighth 
Inning In the loss to Notre Dame 
and allowing Cleveland State to 
win the first game In extra- 
innings - both rallies instigated 
by leadof f walks, no less. 
"The pitching Is doing really 
well," Cotton said. "We are find- 
ing out what people are capable 
of doing." 
TUESDAY 
Noire Dame 7, BO 2 
The game was tied 2-2 in the middle 
of the eighth inning, but five runs in the 
bottom of the eighth were the difference 
as Notre Dame captured a 7-2 victory. 
Two walks and a hit-batsman con- 
tributed to Notre Dame's five-run in- 
ning. Jason KsNey, who had tat the 
Irish down in order in the seventh 
frame, look the lots after issuing a lea- 
doff walk in the eighth. 
Mike Combs was 2-for-3 with an RBI 
for the Falcons. 
See AKRON, pane seven. 
Expectations high 
for Falcon track 
Pamela Santangelo 
The BC News 
The Falcon track and field 
teams are looking to shine this 
season. The athletes will con- 
tinue on their road to success 
on Saturday and Sunday when 
they host the Northwest Ohio 
Invitational. 
Both the men's team and the 
women's team are looking to 
show the track and field com- 
munity what Bowling Green is 
all about. 
"This   could   be   the   best 
BGSU women's team since 
1981 when BGSU was MAC 
team champion," head wom- 
en's coach Steve Price said. 
On March 29 and 30, the 
teams attended the Raleigh 
Relays In Raleigh, North Caro- 
lina. 
"This was a very big meet," 
head men's coach Sid Sink 
said. "This meet was open to 
anybody. Team scores are not 
kept, so this was a chance for 
people to compete to get the 
See TRACK, page seven. 
CHURCH DIRECTORY 
(Dayspring AssemBCy of Qod 
17360 N.Dixie B.C. 
Just North of Woodland Mall 
352-0672 
Sunday: 10:00 AM Easter Service 
7:00 PM lesuf is Alive' 
POWUZOW 
CHIALPHA-Tha«saayNlahtiAT«KMr1MMr>mjtaia*»l 
Ten* h AU*t" -tister Drama and April 5,6,7 7PM 
Active Christians Today 
Join Us For: 
Fellowship 
Tuesday evenings at 7pm 
in the Alumni Room at the 
University Union 
Bible Study 
Monday evenings at 9pm 
or Wednesday at 7pm at 
the Campus House, 612 
E. Wooster 
'For more Information call: 352: 6486 
TRINITY CHURCH 
UNITED METHODIST 
200 N. Summit 353-9031 
Early Easier Communion Service 8 AM With Breakfast Following 
10:25 AM Festival Easier Worship Featuring Vineyard Cantata 
ST. THOMAS HOOICi: 
UNIVERSITY PAICIMI 
Good Frisky Servian # noon and 
7:30pm Contemporary Meditation 
HorySakurdoy Easter Vigil O 8pm 
EastwMauO  10am and 11:30am 
'No 7pm mass 
SHARE MGOWOFEASTtt 
Come Join Us! 
• SUNRISE SERVICE - 7:00 A.M 
• EASTER BREAKFAST 
(FOLLOWING SUNRISE SERVICE) 
• WORSHIP SERVICE -10:00 A.M. 
^^Bowlin«Green ■ f^t «_ 
oyenant (Church 
1165 Hsikins Rd. • 352-8483 
St. John the Baptist Episcopal Church 
^ 
1505 E. Wooster St., B.G. 
Phone: 353-0881 
Good Friday Eucharist @ noon 
The Great Vigil, Saturday April 6 @ 8PM 
Easter Eucharist @ 8 AM and 10 PM 
Come celebrate Easter with us 
Good Friday. April Jth, Neon to 3 p.m. 
• BGi cHyvod* Inwc-dal«»nilnaOonal aarvtca wtW b« bald 
In 30-mln. mM-MrvtcM (com* at any em*) 
Easter Morning. April 7th. services at 9 A 11 
* brunch at 10 am baa—an aarvkM 
126 S. Cburxb St.      352-5176     vision always vtkamt 
St. Aloysius Catholic Church 
corner of Summit & Qough St 
MASS SCHEDULE: 
SATURDAY April 6 mass @ 8:15PM 
EASTER SUNDAY MASSES @ 
8:00 AM • 10:00 AM • 12:00 NOON 
HOLY DAYS) 
DAY BEFORE - 7:00 PM VIGIL MASS 
HOLY DAY - 9:1 J AM A 5:30 PM. 
H 5 OOMMUNrTYc/OiRISr 
1 §   \ i    LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTER 
1124 E. Wooster St. • Bowling Green. OH 43402 
352-5101 
Good Friday Service @ 6pm 
"Join us for friendship & fellowship" 
Easter Celebration 10:30am 
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Sheffield leads Marlins to first win 
The Associated Press 
MIAMI - Gary Sheffield and 
Greg Colbrunn homered Thurs- 
day, Jotting Florida's sluggish 
offense as the Marlins claimed 
their first victory, beating the 
Pittsburgh Pirates 6-2. 
Al Letter (1-0), making his 
National League debut after 113 
games in the American League, 
earned the victory despite shaky 
control. The left-hander threw 
120 pitches and walked four in 
seven Innings, but he allowed 
Just four hits and one run. 
Letter, who signed a three- 
year, $8.6 million contract with 
Florida In December, also sin- 
gled in his first regular-season 
at-bat. Marlins starters have al- 
lowed two earned runs in 22 In- 
nings. 
The Marlins, who scored Just 
one run In their first two games, 
took a 2-0 lead in the third 
against John Ericks (0-1). 
Baltimore 5, City 3 
Pinch-hitter Tony Tarasco 
drove in the go-ahead run on a 
fielder's choice In a five-run 
eighth inning that carried the 
Baltimore Orioles past the Kan- 
sas City Royals 5-3 Wednesday, 
completing a three-game sweep. 
Kansas City starter Chris 
Haney, seeking his first victory 
since last June 13, took a five-hit 
shutout into the eighth Brady 
Anderson led off with a single 
and scored on a double by 
Roberto Alomar. 
After Haney walked Rafael 
Palmeiro, Hipolito Pichardo (0-1) 
came in and threw a wild pitch, 
putting runners on second and 
third. Bobby Bonilla hit a sacri- 
fice fly and Cal Ripken doubled 
to left, tying the score. 
B.J. Surhoff was given an in- 
tentional walk and Chris Holies 
followed with an Infield single, 
loading the bases. Terry Clark 
relieved and got Tarasco to hit a 
grounder to second, but the relay 
Mart. UmtUrfTU ».-cUt.4 Prr M 
Florida Marlias Gary Sheffield, left, 1« congratulated by Devon White after hitting a 2 run homerun In 
the Marlins 6-2 victory over Plttiburgh Thursday. 
throw was too late at first. Jef- 
frey Hammonds capped the upr- 
ising with an RBI-single. 
Arthur Rhodes (1-0) pitched 
two scoreless Innings and Randy 
Myers worked the ninth for his 
second save. 
Chicago 9, Los Angeles 4 
Ryne Sandberg homered for 
the first hit of his comeback and 
Sammy Sosa's three-run shot 
capped a seven-run fourth inning 
as the Chicago Cubs beat the Los 
Angeles Dodgers 9-4 in wintry 
FRIDAY SPECIAL $5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH! 
A variety of seafood 
and our "own" dam chowder. 
Inch clams4scaIlops, shrimp, and Pollock. 
Also complete salad bar and baked potato. 
Open 11:30-1:30 
Best Values On Campus 
conditions Thursday. 
On a miserable day for base- 
ball, only a couple of thousand 
fans braved the elements at 
Wrigley Field as workers salted 
stadium aisles to keep people 
from slipping. 
Game-time temperature was 
34 degrees with a 19-mph north- 
erly wind blowing left to right In 
a mix of rain and snow flurries 
and a 12-degree wind chill. 
Sandberg, who'd been 0-for-9, 
hit his first homer since June 1, 
1994, a two-run drive that cleared 
the right center field wall as the 
moisture swept across the field. 
Sandberg's homer, his first hit 
since June 7, 1994, brought the 
Cubs to within 3-2 in the third. 
New York 10, St. Louis 9 
Brent Mayne's two-out, ninth- 
inning pinch single drove in 
Chris Jones with the winning run 
Thursday to give the Mets a 10-9 
victory over the St. Louis Car- 
dinals after New York had blown 
a seven-run lead. 
St Louis went ahead 9-8 on Wil- 
lie McGee's RBI-slngle In the top 
of the ninth inning after the Car- 
dinals had tied the score with 
five runs in the eighth. 
John Franco (1-0) was the win- 
ner despite allowing McGee's 
single and Dennis Eckersley 
(0-1), the fifth Cardinals pitcher, 
was the loser, allowing two hits 
and two unearned runs in the 
ninth. 
BG football hires two 
offensive coaches 
The BC News 
Coach Gary Blackney has 
filled two of the vacant positions 
on the football coaching staff. 
Rick Denstorff Is the new tight 
ends coach and recruiting coor- 
dinator while Mark Murray is the 
new offensive line coach. 
Denstorff, 32, comes to BG 
from Western Kentucky where 
he was offensive coordinator and 
recruiting coordinator. WKU was 
one of the top Division I-AA rush- 
ing offense teams in the nation 
under Denstorf f"s tutelage. 
Murray Joins the Bowling 
Green staff after coaching the 
offensive line/fullbacks for the 
Toronto Argonauts in the Cana- 
dian Football League. He came to 
Bowling Green along with Mi- 
chael Farragalli, the former head 
coach of the Argonauts who is 
BG's new offensive coordinator. 
One position remains to be 
filled on Blackney's staff. 
Falcon men face 
crucial weekend 
Paul Markoir 
The BC News 
The Bowling Green mens 
tennis team embarks on the 
most crucial weekend of the 
season as they battle Western 
Michigan and Ball State in 
Bowling Green. 
"This is the weekend which 
will determine the MAC race," 
Falcon coach Dave Morin 
stated. "At worst we must 
split, but there Is no reason we 
shouldn't win both matches." 
Ball State arrives this week- 
end as defending MAC cham- 
pion, splitting the honor with 
Miami Universtiy. The Car- 
dinals boast a wide array of 
regionally ranked positions. 
Denny English, the Cardinal's 
top singles player. Is ranked 
14th in the Midwest region, 
while teamate Patrick Vizone 
is ranked 30th regionally. Eng- 
lish and Vizone team up to 
form the 13th ranked duo In 
the region. The match-up 
against Western Michigan is 
Intriguing considering recent 
developments. Morin recently 
signed on as coach for the 
Broncos, following five 
seasons as Bowling Green's 
head coach. Morin feels the 
team Is definitely up for the 
match-up. "The guys are defi- 
nitely fired up for this one," 
Morin said. "And I definitely 
don't want to lose to the Bron- 
cos. It's extra incentive for 
both myself and the team." 
Western Michigan boasts one 
of the top doubles teams In the 
MAC The Broncos tandem of 
Dave Genero and Kevin Reed 
form the 12th ranked doubles 
team In the region. 
The Falcons plan to counter 
the Cardinal's and Bronco's 
top doubles with Junior Adam 
Troop and senior Mark Cio- 
chetto. Tropp and Ciochetto 
enjoyed one of their best 
weekends In matches against 
Xavier and Cincinnati. Soph- 
omores Milan Ptak and David 
Anderton will play at the sec- 
ond doubles spot. Morin Is 
confident In both duo's abllties 
and expects top results. 
"Our number one and two 
doubles teams are as tough as 
any in the conference," Morin 
stated. "We have the talent 
and should win both of the 
matches." 
Morin feels the Falcons will 
be favorites In upcoming 
matches against Toledo, Ak- 
ron   and   Eastern   Michigan. 
Western, Ball St. 
next for netters 
Paul Markott 
The BC News 
The Bowling Green womens 
tennis team hits the road this 
weekend as they travel to Ka- 
lamazoo, Michigan and Mun- 
cie, Indiana to battle MAC 
rivals Western Michigan and 
Ball State. 
Both Western Michigan and 
Ball State boast successful 
teams In recent years. Ball 
State Is ranked 14th In the 
Midwest Region, and has a 
very deep singles line-up. The 
Cardinals return all six start- 
ers from last seasons squad. 
Including three seniors. Ball 
State defeated Western Mich- 
igan earlier this season 5-2. 
Falcon coach Penny Dean 
feels Ball State has a strong 
contingent of players and a po- 
tent doubles line-up. Dean also 
stated that the Falcons must 
not look past Western Michi- 
gan. 
"They're singles line-up is 
very tenacious," Dean stated. 
"The Broncos are a confident 
bunch, who will make you beat 
them. They dont make mis- 
takes." 
Dean set the Falcons line-up 
for the MAC season, following 
the trip to New Orleans. Jun- 
ior Cindy Mlkalajewski will 
anchor the singles at the num- 
ber one spot, while sophomore 
Cassidy Landis and senior Pa- 
tty Banks will play second and 
third singles. The bottom half 
of the singles crew will fea- 
ture freshman Aranxta 
Gomez, and Juniors Julie We- 
isblatt and Jenny Schwartz at 
the fifth and sixth singles 
spots. 
During the spring trip the 
lower half of the line-up 
played outstanding, while the 
top half left much to be de- 
sired. Dean feels confident the 
top half will return to form. "I 
was very pleased with the 
lower half of the line-up," 
Dean said. "I'm not worried 
about our top players. It just 
shows how balanced our team 
is. The doubles line-up was 
shuffled around frequently 
during the spring semester, 
but Dean feels the right com- 
binations are intact for the 
MAC season. The combination 
of Mlkalajewski and Banks 
will lead the doubles squads at 
the number one spot. Landis 
and Schwartz combine to form 
the second doubles team, 
while Welsblatt and sopho- 
more Jenny Cheung team up 
for third doubles. 
The Falcons goal for the 
season Is to finish as one of the 
top three teams in the MAC 
Dean feels this weekend will 
give the Falcons an indication 
if they are to reach their goal. 
http://www.answErfactDry.com 
Apple   and 'iMi/Penlium   computers • lech Support • Powerbook Rentals • Software 
351-7IID 
108 S Ham 
Downtown 
Applications fort 
•Fall 1996 BG News editor 
•Summer BG News editor 
• 1996-97 Gavel editor 
• 1996-97 Key yearbook 
• 1996-97 Miscellany editor 
• 1996-97 Obsidian editor 
are now being accepted. Application forms may 
be picked up at 204 West Hall. 
Deadline te apply is 5 p.m. 
Thursday, April 180 
GRAND OPEHUMi! 
(Formerly MT, MUGGS) 
Phone: 353-8735 
Full Lunch and Appetizer Menu 
** *THIS WEEKEND SPECIALS* * * 
110 < WINGS ALL DAY 
Draft/Shot Specials for 75 * 
Pick up your Mug Special! 
MaVMHaHaHMHHHaM 
I 
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The drum beats on for Parish 
Hornet center ties Kareem for most games played in the NBA 
JM Manuka 
The Associated Press 
CHARLOTTE, N.C - At age 23 
and fresh out' of Centenary, 
Robert Pariah had already set 
what he considered a lofty goal 
for his NBA career. 
"Ten years," he said. "I 
thought If I could play 10 years in 
the league, it would be a great 
career - more than I could ever 
hope for In my wildest dreams." 
Ten seasons has turned into 20, 
and on Friday Pariah can tie 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's NBA re- 
cord for career games played. 
When the Charlotte Hornets 
center takes the court against the 
Chicago Bulls, he will be appear- 
ing in his 1,560th contest. 
"I'm trying to downplay all 
this," said Parish, now a 42-year- 
old grandfather whose hair is 
flecked with gray. "I'm just try- 
ing to keep it as low-key as possi- 
ble. It's difficult for a 7-footer to 
be in the background. But I try to 
do It as much as I can." 
Parish was rarely in the back- 
ground In 14 seasons with the 
Boston Celtics, a team he Joined 
In a trade after spending his first 
four years In the league with 
Golden State. Parish was a main- 
stay In the middle for a Boston 
team that made 13 consecutive 
playoff appearances, including 
five berths In the NBA Finals and 
three league titles. 
Now In his second season In 
Charlotte, Pariah has recently 
found himself back in the start- 
ing rotation as the Hornets fight 
for a playoff spot. 
How long can he continue? Par- 
ish, who will be 43 in August, said 
that's a question he'll ponder this 
summer. One of the factors he 
said will come Into play is his 
contract status. 
"Next year's an option year - 
the team's option - so I don't 
know what direction they're go- 
ing to be headed in," he said. "I 
don't know whether I'm Included 
in their future or not." 
"I'm sure he'll end up playing 
next year," Charlotte coach Allan 
Bristow said. "I don't think he's 
going to just play five or six 
games past the record and then 
say, 'Well, I've got the record, so 
that's It.'" 
Told of Bristow's remarks, 
Parish smiled. 
"I definitely appreciate the en- 
dorsement," he said. "Definitely 
I would like to play. I Just haven't 
made a decision about playing. 
It's not concrete yet." 
Parish has started IS consecu- 
tive games as part of Bristow's 
switch to a two-center lineup, a 
move that has given Charlotte a 
boost in its bid to grab the final 
Eastern Conference playoff spot. 
Parish has come up with some 
big games during the run. Includ- 
ing 17 rebounds against Phoenix 
and a 14-rebound, 7-block per- 
Klck fUracnTto Aiucknd Pnu 
Charlotte Hornet center, Robert Parish, slips around Chris Dudley of the Portland Trail Blazers in a 
game earlier In the season. 
formance that helped the Hor- 
nets defeat the Lakers earlier 
this week. 
"What I've tried to do is main- 
tain what I have," he said. "Ob- 
viously my skill level has eroded. 
I'm not the same player. So I just 
try to keep myself sharp." 
"I don't allow myself to get out 
of shape," said Parish, whose off- 
season workout routine includes 
two forms of martial arts, weight 
lifting and running. 
"I don't pick up a basketball 
from the time the season ends 
until about two weeks before 
training camp. It helps keep me 
fresh" 
The Hornets originally ac- 
quired Parish with the Idea that 
his habits would rub off on 
Alonzo Mourning, but Mourning 
was traded at the start of the 
season. Since then. Parish has 
been working with Charlotte's 
other two centers. Matt Geiger 
and rookie George Zldek. 
"He's probably had more of an 
influence on me than anyone In 
my career," said Geiger, a 
fourth-year pro whose numbers 
have improved markedly since 
he Joined the Hornets in the 
Mourning trade. "Robert's 
helped me not Just on the court, 
but In the whole area of condi- 
tioning and diet, things like that." 
Parish's appreciation extends 
beyond the locker room. He Is an 
extremely popular figure at the 
Charlotte Coliseum, where chor- 
uses of "Chief begin the mo- 
ment he rises from the bench and 
grow almost deafening when he 
makes a big play. He got the 
nickname from former Boston 
teammate Cedric Maxwell, who 
said Parish reminded him of 
Chief Bromden In the movie, 
"One Flew Over The Cuckoo's 
Nest." 
"Those were good times, but 
these are good, too. Some of my 
fondest memories are with the 
Hornets," Parish said. "Hey, I 
still enjoy it for some reason. I 
find It amazing myself that I still 
enjoy it. What's really amazing is 
that somebody still wants me." 
3E Howard's clubM I    I Mon-Sot 12-2:30 om jJONMain Chin'i-P^nnm 
Friday        Saturday 
RIZZO 
Vide. Oomai   • sjsctriwlc Doris 
MID AM MANOR 
• NOW RENTING • 
Choose form choice apartments within walking 
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year 
1996-1997 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat 
and water included, air conditioning. 
♦ ♦ 
♦ 
▼641 Third St Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380 ♦ 
^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦4 
TRACK 
Continued from page five. 
beat performances that they 
can." 
Coach Price stressed the Im- 
portance and the Impact of this 
meet. 
"This was our first time to par- 
ticipate in the Raleigh Relays, 
and It was a great experience to 
compete against national and 
world class athletes." 
For the men's team, Junior 
Travis Downey place third (out 
of fifth athletes) in the pole vault 
with a performance of 16 feet 6 
Inches Downey suffered a 
strained hamstring earlier In the 
week and was questionable. 
"It wan remarkable that he 
(Downey) could vault at all," 
coach Sink said. "He did a really 
good job." 
Junior Adam Rose placed third 
In the shot put with a distance of 
53 feet 8.5 inches. 
On the women's side. Bowling 
Green had two athletes finish In 
the top five In the discus. Junior 
Nikki Sturzinger finished second 
with a throw of 147 feet 8 inches 
Junior Heather Nordgren was 
fifth with her throw of 141 feet 3 
Inches. 
"Our top event was definitely 
the discus throw aa the Falcon 
women took two of the top five 
places," coach Price said. 
Although not finishing in the 
top ten, Heather Nordgren set a 
BGSU school record in the ham- 
mer throw at 131ft. 8in. The 
women's hammer throw is a new 
women's event this year. 
Also for the women. Junior 
Kaleitha Johnson finished tenth 
in the 100-meter hurdles with a 
time   of   14.77.   Fifty   hurdlers 
competed In this event. Fresh- 
man Emily Coktnos placed elgth 
in the Javelin with a throw of 136 
feet 1 inches In the 10,000-meter 
run, senior Kristin Gaddis had an 
NCAA provisional qualifying 
mark with a time of 35:31.6. 
This weekend's meet will con- 
sist of 22 teams from Ohio, Mich- 
igan, Indiana, and Kentucky. 
Again no team scoring will be In 
effect, but individual awards will 
be given to the top three finish- 
ers in each event. 
Bowling Green is looking to 
several of their top returners to 
finish high in this weekend's 
meet 
For the men, senior Scott 
Thompson Is looking to finish 
high In the hurdle events. Dow- 
ney and Rose are looking to have 
repeat performances similar to 
those at the Raleigh Relays. 
Senior Mike Freeman is expected 
to do well In the Discus, the 
hammer throw and possibly the 
shot put. Junior Brian Sabo and 
Junior Rob Bowman are expected 
to finish high In the pole vault 
and dlatancr competitions, re- 
spectively. 
The women's team will look to 
senior Tracy Losi in the 5,000- 
and 3,000- meter runs. Senior 
Suzanne Isco, junior Laura Hall, 
and sophomore Missy Lyne are 
expected to finish high In distan- 
ces betwom 1,500 and 10,000 
meters. 
Junior Kaleitha Johnson would 
like to repeat her performance at 
the Raleigh Relays. Juniors Oar- 
Ice Gregory and Michelle Muel- 
ler are among the favorites in the 
100,200 and 800 runs. In the dis- 
cus and javelin, BG will look to 
Nikki   Sturzinger. 
AKRON 
Continued from page five. 
WEDNESDAY 
Cleveland Stats 6, BG 5 
Leaooff walks again became a 
nemesis lor the Falcon bullpen, as a 
free pass led to the Vikings' winning run 
in the bottom of the eighth inning of a 
6-5CSUwin. 
Bob Reichow, issuer of the walk, took 
the loss. 
BG 8, Cleveland SUM* 1 
The Falcon bats awoke after a week- 
long slumber to the tune of eight runs -- 
on only seven hits - in a runaway 8-1 
win over the Vikings in the nightcap of a 
doubleheader. 
Combs had two hits to lead the way, 
including a double. Travis Rasor and 
Andy Tracy each scored a pair of runs. 
Jeff Hundley pitched the first two in- 
nings, but Joe Cotton's three scoreless 
Innings in relief netted him a victory in 
the contest. 
Falcon Nous 
■ Tracy continues to lead the Fal- 
cons in a number of offensive catego- 
ries. He is hitting .429 with five home 
runs and 19 RBI's, al Falcon highs. 
Six other regulars are all hitting over 
.300 through 18 games this season. 
BG's team batting average aits at .317. 
JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list)   , 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, and 
Apartments IIII Mil MI", •  ••■   ■■!■    I|J| L 
Irrr fW, 
■III TIIIIIIIIIIIIII. Ill' 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of 
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff! 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$100.00 off your first month's rent 
Come in and sign a lease and receive 
$100.00 off your first month's rent 
309 High 
 801-803 Fifth St, 
2 bedroom furnished or unnirnished. 
9 and 12 month leases 
FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER 
NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
352-5620 
328 S. Main (our only office) 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
Aaamenteetve-Aprl2e 
Aaans/Aaian Americans - iw the esaay or 
an oaniaan now1  win  175   Call Christine 
353-2050 or Scon 3S4-111S. Sponaorad by 
Asian Communities Unitsd. 
Hoefvaalty Menegei I Society 
Spnng Semeektr Banquet 
Aprl 11.1996 at BG Coon try Club 
RSVPorrnorelnroaveJl.inBA232 
a Shi On-Campua and Non-Trai 
Membership drive In Moaalay Had Baeamsnt 
Aprs 9th • ilth.Dacoverwhaiwecando 
toryoulFraaSnaohal 
Or contact On Campua Connactton al 
372-001 S and NTSA at 372-8240. 
Ma and Kida • Sos and Kids 
Ska and Kida Waakand la Apr. 12-14 
Lots of fun e vents ara planned: 
dtve-ln. fleeter, carnival gamee. dancing. 
skabng. and lots moral Don! misa itl 
•Fraa » ba you and Ma at BG: 
Falcon Freniy 
S*< and Kids Weekend 1996 
Tha African Amancan Grad. Student Aaeoc 
Proudly Praaansi 
A STEPSHOW EXTRAVAGANZA 
A benefit parlormanoa avant for 
Project Seerch 
Saturday, April 13.1MB 
7 00 p.m. 
101 01 scamp Hall 
PnCa li 0 (indudaa aftarpany) 
Tickata am Bursarable 
All procaads will ba donated directly to 
the Paaca Cnsmpon Fund 
THE MARK MtKEL HALLUCINATION 
will ba at Howard's Club H on April nth and 
12sY Listen to tha Sheltering Sky this Sunday 
from 10pm Bl2arn on VVBGUM .1 FM to near 
an interview with tha band and win FREE 
PASSES to tha shows. Website 
hrtpy/amia.bgsu.edurdmaynar. 
SERVICES Of FERED 
PHILOSOPHY    101    PAPERS     WRITING 
HELP 
REASONABLE    MASTERS.  353-0924  VIC- 
TOR 
Program? 
Fraa Pragnancy tasa Confidential and 
caring. 354-4673 BG Pragnancy Center 
Wantad 100 Studants 
Losa 8-10 bs. New Me»bo»sm braakthrough. 
I lost 19ba. in 3 waaks. GUARANTEED RE- 
SULTS $35cosl I 800666-3629 
Word Processing - Term Papers.Thesis. 
Oaeenalons. Resumes on Laser Primer. 
Call 352 6705(910 9). 
PERSONALS 
IMtSPRMOnATHLON 
Saturday. April 20,1998 
The Recreational Spans Biathlon 
includes a 1/2 mile swim and a Sk run 
Msla/Female/co-eoVteam/predction    en- 
eiee. 
Sign up in the Intramural Office 
at the university Fakf House 
by 400pm Wednesday. Apnl 10 
For more information call 372-2711 
■SBX'SSX-SBX-SBX- 
Personal lied 
OVaduatlon Announoementa 
4t hour servlea 
M In Order 15 
Stop In and aea ual 
SSJ-TTM 
•MX-8SX-SSX-3BX 
April is knamanonai Gixar Monlhl 
Aprt8-l3onry 
20% off Guitar kejSK and Videos 
LOMS Muse 3520170 
140 N Main St. 
Apnl Is BiBtmabonal Gmsv Month i 
28% Off Guitars/Baaeee 
50% Off CassaOaos with inatrumant purchase 
LOMS Muse 352 0170 
149 N. Main St 
Al I1HIKJH FALL JUNsOBS AND SCHkOH: 
As an Involved student on campus you may be 
oligiNo tor de $500 SCSIC Scholarship. Ap- 
plications ara available In 405 Saddlemke Stu 
dent Services BMg.Deedine Is Aprl 12. 
ATTENTiaea 
Unlvarsily Red Cross Organization Meeting 
Monday. April 8 at 7:00pm In 
■A 1010 
ALL ARE WELCOME! 
AXO'ALPHA CM GHEOA-AXO 
ALPHA CHI IS LOOKING FOB A HOUSE- 
SOY FOR THE 18SS4J7 SCHOOL YEAR. ¥ 
INTERESED CALL TRISHA AT 372-6716 
AXO • ALPHA CM OMEGA • AXO 
CAMPUS POLL YE YES 
NEWIII GRILLED CMCKENSALAOMJO 
THE WAYFARERS • SATURDAY MOHT 
DANCE MARATHON ■ DANCE MARATHON 
Make a difference »i your communiiyl 
Dance Marathon DfRECTOR appicatona 
avaaabkt at 440 Student Services 
For more into contact our office 372-0530 
Don't ruin your spring vacation because you're 
too cheap to buy a arming package 
Campus Tanning' 352-7880 
EUROPE 8229 
CanbbearvMe moo 8189 
Be a itSe fWuble and save $$$ 
Weil help you beat the airline prices. 
Desonaoons worirtetde. 
AWHtTCH 800-338-2009 
ailvkJiOiielcom.com 
FRESHMAN: Wares, forwa for new mam- 
bera of 1MC3IC are available In 408 Seorhe- 
rrrfre Studani Senrleaa Bktg and are due on 
April 8. You could be a part of Ova oldeet 
end moat select orgenliatlone on campue 
Hey Spring Brnairel 
Bring in your speoaj spnng break mugs 
A wet fill them tor a special price 
Patio now openii 
(weather permitting) 
JUNCTION Bar* Gnll 
110 N. Main 
HOTIHOTIHOTI 
Lose 20 lbs by summer breakl 
New metabolism breakthrough. 
Results guaranleedl Free gift wv purchase 
829 95 coat Cat i 800-334 1664 
Incredible $19 
Per Mnute Long Os Tslecard I 
1 800 730-6687 ACC 66 
Sandusky packaging company needs business 
major Coop to work summer and fall 1008 aa 
assistant lo the owner Co-op will do customer 
service, quotes, market research, learn soft- 
ware, do order entry, and some basic account- 
ing CONTACT Coop Program ASAP to SIGN 
UPI 310 Saddtomire Student Services Bktg. 
372 2451. 
Save aa much aa 55% 
with our everyday low prices 
on Guitar I Baas Strings 
LOMS Music 362-0170 
149 N Man St 
See a new flm scout race relations and meet 
thefilmakerl 
Anend theCotar of Fear, and hear Director 
I ee Mun Wen talk about r»s work 
Tuesday. Aprl 9 from 8-10pm 
no decamp Hall 
Free Admission snd Fieheehements 
Sponsored   by   BGSU's   Human   Rekukma 
Commission 'committed to enhancing positive 
human relations' 
hermit's I'd mil u Restaurant 
307 S. Main St.    B.G. 
pb. 354-1388 
BGSU'S BREAKFAST PLACE 
(Serving Breakfast All Day) 
V 
A   % 
*<y 
Specials Every Night & Day 
Open until 8.00p.m. Mon. -Fri. 2.00p.m. Sat. 6Sun 
THE ARMY CAN HELP YOU 
GET A $30,000 EDGE 
ON COLLEGE. 
£    The Army can help you get an edge on life and earn up to 
'•"$30,000 for college through the Montgomery Gl Bill plus the Army 
-' —i College Fund. 
Here's how it works. You 
contribute $100 a month for 
the first year from your 
$10,600 first year salary. The 
government then contributes 
its share, $13,200 from the 
Montgomery GI Bill plus 
$15,600 from the Army 
College Fund for a four-year 
enlistment 
Army opportunities get 
better every day. If you qualify, you could train in one of over 
200 challenging and rewarding high-tech skills in fields like 
avionics and electronics, satellites and microwave communica- 
tions, computer and radar operations-just to name a few. 
It makes sense to earn while you learn. For more information 
about getting money for college, call your Army Recruiter today. 
419-352-7541 
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.# 
SIGEP'SIQEP'SIGEP 
CongratuaDone to 
DonUgntteot 
Afreet, ol the Week 
S«3EP-SIGEP-SIGEP 
SOFTBALL PLAYERS WANTED 
Man's B1 or B2 League at Carver Park In BG 
Tuesday reghts $35 tor BG resident, or 850 tor 
non-BG    resident     Call    Bob    Millar    al 
419-474-1733. 
The Gathering hnp7renm.ttluame.oom 
scholershipe, academic m  career  reeour- 
oee, Intel ivetijpe. aporta, newa, enterietn- 
ment. travel, muato. Bit and 1,000'a of 
ankel 
TOLEDO FIRM needs: 
ACCT, CS, MKTG. I PORCH 
nvaiorB with 3.0 GPA'S tor 
fue-nme June • December Positions 
$ 1650/montri (No May OS grada) 
Apply with reeume A tranecript 
10 Coco: 310 Student Servicea. 
ore 2-2451 rl you're on «le. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!! 
1000 Paoroaflenal Sporie Biathlon 
Saturday, Apr! 20, I MB 
Sign up In tha 
Student Rec Center Main Office by Apr. 16 
Al volunteers receive a free Biathlon 
-   (-atari. 
for more information call 372-2711 
WANTED 
1 M-F summer sublease! lor turn apt A/C, 
free cable, reasonable rent. utj. indud. 
Close to campus. Clean. Also need room 
mast tor 08-07 school year. Ca» 354-8067. 
2-4 Summer Subleasers Needed Huge 2 bed 
room lownhouse w/baaament. Rant negoba- 
PktlCelHoay or Swph 3547043 
3 Summer Subleasers needed immediately tor 
3 bdrm. house Cal Chna, Was, or Jeremy at 
354QS21. 
Desperately Needed l 
MMarTemale graduate student or employed 
imume lo lublsase I bedroom apt. from Md- 
May to MM-August Tota*y furnished and dose 
lo campus. Very quiet complex. Onfy pay rent 
and electricity Rent negotiable Call 363-0811. 
Female Subieaser wanted for Summer. 
$i50vmo. Close to cam pus Stan 6/ir96 
372-5706 
Female Subieaser for summer OB Apt. dose 
to campus Own room. $225/mo. Cal Trace 
s? 354-0523 
Mala or female subieaser from now until May. 
8225/mo Cloas to campus. Electnc A phone 
only. Very race apt Cal 353-3212. 
Need 2 subleasers lor summer. 1 more tor last 
itasion Excellent location Big while house 
across from Marks 536 E. Wooater 353-5464. 
netoNe id 
Now thru Jury 
109 1/2 N Mam Apt G 
Convenient Location 
Right Across from the be/8. 
8160/monlh. Pveeae call 353-7416 
Subieaser needed to live w ? lemalea. In 3 
bdrm house. Own rm. $167rmo. No uol Now 
Aug 352 7732  
SUBLEASERS NEEDED 
MaaVFamasa aubkaaaar. 
House, 2 bedrooma available, big living room, 
QUISI area. Rent is 8150/month with cheap un- 
ities Close to campus Great housemates 
Available mid-May. For information, please cal 
Tang or Yang O 384-1911 
SuWeeemg en Ore apt. on 8th St. 
Starling NOW 8 possible Fall. 
Cal Steph 354-8107 
SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED 
spacious 4 bdrm house - 4th and high 
cal: 352-7578 
Summer Subieaser Needed. 
Call Marsha ai 354-8082. 
Summer subleasers needed tor 5 bedroom 
house Close to campua. For more into cal 
353-4414 or 372-4507 or 372-8174. 
Two female roommates needed for tail Cal 
Parma 2-3567. 
Wanted' Rural outside storage in the 
McOure/BowlvTg Green area for two straght 
trucks. Cal days 7122983265 or eves 
712-206-4913. leave a number. 
HELP WANTED 
$1750 weekly possible mallng our circulars 
No expenence required Begin now. For Into- 
cal 301-306-1207 
Are you 'Outgoing 
•Sell Motivated 
■Goa-Orion ted 
•A Teem Player 
•Sales Eroenence 
helpful but not necessary 
The BG News is looking for successful advert- 
ising account executives tor Fal 1996/Sprlng 
1007. AppacUons available at 204 West Hal 
or call John Virosak at 372 2605 tor more de- 
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income lo assemble 
products at horn., tote 1-504-846.1700 DEPT 
OH-6255 
Babysitter needed in my BG home even/ Mon 
$ Fn  and every oOar Sal 8 Sun.. 330 p.m ■ 
11200am Cal 257 3240 betore 3 p m 
Last Lecture 
Kumler will host lecture: 
Dr. Marvin Kumler, 
Psychology professor, will 
present his "Last Lecture," 
Monday, April 8, 1996 at 7:30 
p.m. in the Community Suite 
of the University Union. 
Dr. Kumler will be 
speaking on "Living Well." 
Sponsored by Alpha Lambda 
Delta, the lecture permits 
Kumler to speak to students 
and faculty as if it were his 
last opportunity to do so. 
The lecture is free and 
open to all. 
$35.00tVYR INCOME potential. Reeding 
Books Tol Free (1) 600-898-9778 Exl. R 2076 
tordeavils 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fisheries. Parks, 
Raaorta    now    hiring I   Earn    to 
$3.000-$8,000wmo! Alrtarel Room/Boardi 
FREE VIOEOw/programi Sana licensed Ser 
vtos. Cal (919) 932-1489. SX1A102  
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED. Tnmdown 
FUneaa. coed camp located in the Catskil 
Mountains of NY. All Sports. Waser-sking. 
Canoeing. Ropes, Uteguarda. Crafts. Dance. 
Aerobics. Nutneon. Kitchen. OfUce. 120 poai- 
trons Call Camp Shane (600)292 2267 
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed! 
100 poaMtena! Coed eummer camp. Poeono 
Mine. PA- Peed eaasry/ape! (800) 680 »I0. 
Dtoenedeno's Summer $ Fal 
delrvery 8 prep positions. Apply 
2-5Mon.-Fn 1432E. Wooater 
OMOECTCAK STAFF 
$B.64/hour 
The Anne Orally Corporason Is looking tor 
people who have e strong work athlc and take 
pride In the quality of care they deliver. Staffing 
Is baaed on a one to tour raflo. 
Pan-time and aubeimuta positions available ai 
the Center, in group homes, and In ckent resi- 
dence 
Experience working with people with develop- 
mental disabilities or expenence in nursing 
home or home health care preferred, but not 
required College students In special education 
or related programs ara also desired 
Exceient benefits ant available tor part-time 
positione. Eligible tor medical and dental bene- 
fits, Employee Assistance Program, Cafeteria 
Plan, Tax Deferred Annuity Program. Also paid 
vacation and holiday benefits on a proralad 
baas. 
Interested indiwduals should come to the 
Center to complete an application 
Anne Grady Center 
1525 Ebar Road 
Holland. OH 43528 
1419)6660500 
EOE  
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All ma- 
terials provided Send SASE to P.O. Box 774 
CWhe.KS 66051. 
Exclusive country dub in Toledo is seeking 
summer and year round part time help. We 
offer a meal program, flexible hours, travel 
reimbursement 6 positive working environ- 
ment. Positions open ara: dining mom staff, 
kitchen stall, concession stand, banquet set up 
$ mamenance. For more into, please call 
410-382-3416. ask for Mr. Chna COdleHK. 
Help wanted all poetiwins All shifts. Big Boy 
Restaurants. Apply at either E. Wooater or N. 
ManSaarea. 
HOME TYPISTS 
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential. 
Call 1 -800-513-4343 Ext B-9649  
HOME TYPISTS 
PC Users needed  $45,000 Income potential 
Call 1 800-513-4343 Exl B-9849. 
Lifeguard 
ScaMo County CKib 
CcvkMTtbue.Ofclo 
Sooto Country Club is accepong applications 
tor lifeguard positions tor the summer of 1996. 
Scion has a very active pool operaton with 
tour pools, swim learn, dmica, and prrvaie les- 
son programs. Send resume of qualifications to 
Sooto Country Club. 2106 Riverside Drive. 
Columbus, Ohio 43221 attention Tim Hayes or 
cal tor application al 466-4341 
Prudenoa Securibea hiring a computer opera 
sx/stockbroker astt. Applicants should be In- 
axesied in anance. marketing a becoming a 
stockbroker. Must know basic programs of 
computer A have typing sails ol 35X15 worn. 
SBOOrhr. Interested parties should contact 
Greg Sawnrod at 410-240 7341. 
Student Painters a currently looking tor hard 
working, motivated students to Al production 
manager and pamter positions tor Itia summer. 
Have some fun m me sun while earning $5 50 
$750 per hour. Positions ara available m al 
suburbs ol Cleveland. Akron. Toledo. Colum- 
bus, as well aa here in Bowling Green. For 
more Info and an application call 
1-6O0-S4M792   
Pan $ Ful ome Lawnmowing Positions 
avail, for Immediate hiring. 
Call Knickerbocker Leans 362-5335 
Local manufacturing company has need of 
pan-time unsWied production employees. 
These jobs are mainly assembly of smaf pans. 
Work 15 35 hours a week around your school 
schedule. Onfy one block off BGSU campua, 
south of Wooater Street so you can wark or 
dnva. Many BGSU students work et this pant. 
Rate ol pay a $425 par hour. Come by to pick 
up an appacaaon form Advanced Spedahy 
Products, toe, 428 dough Street. Bowing 
Green. OH 43402. 
NATIONAL PARKS WRING 
Positions as now available at National Parks. 
Forests a Weoate Preserve! Excellent bene 
IB 8 bonuaesl Cal: 1-206971-3620 ext   N 
55445.  
Paralegal/litlgaton Assistant 
Pan-bme for local leaaach firm 
Must possess oxoeeem re search skits. 
And document prepare Son   Reply 
POBox-441 Bowling Green, OH 43402 
SUMMER LIFEGUARD $ SWIMMING 
OsoTRUCTOIt POSITIONS 
Student Recreation Center 
Appleaoons avail, in SRC offioa 
Apply NOWI For Into cal 2-7477. 
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING 
I ntry-ievel A career poabona available world- 
wide (Hawaii. Mexico. Cenbbean, etc). Wat 
stafl. hous ska sport, SCUBA dive leaders, til 
neaa counaetors. and more. 
Call Resort Employment Servicea 
I 206 971-3600 ext R55443.  
Women - Men. Earn extra Income. FtesJbkt 
hours. $200-500 weakly. Call 7 days 
407-875-2022 ext 0661 Hi 4  
Students wsnied now 
end for continuing into summer 
Now accepting appkeationa 
ChurchMTs Supermarket 
Mornings and evenmge available 
Apply at Churchil's Supermarket 
1141 S. Man St. Bowling Green 
Across from Wal-Mart 
FOR SALE 
Beautiful double loft. University approved 
812SOBO Nice kitchen table w/2 chairs $60 
OB O. Really nice TV/VCR Sand. Looks Ike 
new, $50 OBO Com Bear Claw couch. 
Breaks <IB 2 pieces. Modem design. $200 
OB O. Cal Sam 363 2345 
BGSU Graduate Tuition Voucher 
Velue - $420, selling tor $360 
(419) 686-5613 betore 830 pjn. 
»1M Compatible Computer 8MB Memory 
w/CD Rom and modem Hewlett Packard disk 
jet color printer w/desk. $1,650. Call 
352-1827.  
FOR RENT 
■3630325 ' Reduced Rate* * 
1 or 2 bedroom sets. EtHcienoes 8 rooms 
300 block olE. Merry 
0 10.12. i5mo leases tor 96-07 school year. 
* Summer Apartments Available * 
Call 353 0325 
Very dose to campua. A/C. Furnished 
•• Houee or Rooms For Rent — 
729401 St. comer of 4th $ High St. 
4 bdrma.. central air. 11/2 baths. 
Indudes washer/dryer 8 can be furnished 
Females only. 353-0325 
1996 97 school year. 2 bdrm. fum. or unfum. 
apts $500 par mo. ind. free heat, water. 
sewer, gas 8 HBO 705 7th Si 354 0914 
2068 East Merry ? bdrm Upstairs Duplex 
Fall/Spring Newlove 352-5620 
Clean, Deluxe 2 bdrm. turn, dishwashers, resi- 
dent mgr., A/C heat, water $ sewer prov. 
Need May reniers - Call Greg 354-0401 after 
6pm.  
MR  rKXLAND'SOPUS-PG 
1:00, 4:20,7:10, l(hO0 
EXKUnVF. DtCWON - » 
1:30,4*45,7:20,9:55 
•OUVH AND COnVANY - G 
1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7K» 
835 5th Street - 3 bdrm and urn. room house. 1 
ball. Year loose. $750. utj. Cal 352-9302 
Effic 1 A 2bdrm. apts. In houses 
12 mo. leases onfy starling in May. Slave 
SmtHi 352-8017. (no calls after 0:00pm). 
Free No Rentl 
In exchange, you provide 15-20 hrv child care 
per week. Summer anoVor academic year. 1 
block from BGSU Non-smoking. Must haw 
child care experience and references. 
353-8102.  
Houses. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts 
1 year, 9 month, and summer leesss 
Call 362-7454 
Light Blue house tor eummer 
sublease on the comer of North 
Summit and Pea Cal 3530366 
New 2 bdrm. untumishsd apt available tor kti- 
mediele occupancy HMedaie Apis. 1062 FeJr- 
vtew. Cal 352-5822. 
face apartment tor summer lease. 1-2 people: 
cal 352-3812 tor more Into or lo coma aaa. 
Room tor rent. Walking distance from campus. 
Share kitchen, irnng area. $225 utx Ind. 
352-7468 
S^WOR/QRAD STUOENT3 
2 bdrm. A/C. gas heat, new pam la 
carpet, quiet area, laundry. $SO0rmo. 
Jay-Mar Apt. 
ORADSTlJOEhrrS^HJFESSIONAL 
1 bdrm wr study, new AC. gas heat. 
ceramic tie. plush apts. laundry $5?0/mo 
Tha I tome stead 
SENOtVORAD STUDENTS 
1 $ 2 bdrm, quiet tn%. gas heat 
$390 $ $405 - Liberty St. 
354-6036 
TAKE OVER LEASE 06-07 School year. 1 
bdrm., Apt.. Furnished, pay electric only. Free 
gas, heat A shuttle to campua. Cal Clare 
3530628 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main St 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM.  120 1/2 (upper) 
N. Proepoct SL dose to downtown A 
campus   12/mo lease starts 8-15-06 up 
to 4 occupants. $750/mo • ubl   353 
5800 
Management Inc. 
NEW 1 BEDROOMS • HILLSDALE 
APTS 1045 N. Main St. (behind 
office) only 4 left,  starting B 15-96 
$350/mo 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
EVERGREEN APTS - 215 E. POE 
RD. 1 BDRM ot EFFICIENCY unit*. 
15 mat. walk to Main/Science BWg. 
$225 & fcJM/Ynonth. onty 12 toft for 
1996-97 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
NEW 2 BEDROOMS - HILLSDALE 
APTS 1045 N. Main St (behind office) 
only 2 left tor 1996-97.  toOO/mo 353- 
5800 
I 
Serial Bombers. 
BG meets Letferman* I <    ~ 0 
Rapping 
Clowns. 
It's the end of the world as we know it, 
i 
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Reviews: Prince and Spike Lee 
team up for a soundtrack that 
can't be beat and a film that... 
0    well, let's leave it at that. By 
Matt Pierce 
The Bandwagon: ICP, one 
insane clown posse is under 
Weisbrod's scrutiny this week. 
See what he thinks... 
Cocktails with: The BGSU men's 
chorus, who will be eating dinner on 
Dave for some time. By Joe Peiffer. 
Killer Popcorn: This is not a 
joke! John Riccardi examines the 
truth behind microwave ovens. 
It's documented, really... 
Swampy speaks out: After an 
embarassing loss in the USG 
elections, BG's favorite candi- 
date speaks his mind 
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WR: PhotoOp 
Weekend Reality presents: 
The Chronology of a Serial 
Bomber (Alleged) 
1981 
In 1981, the Unabomber was 
believed to resemble popular 
WR mascot "Swampy," as 
shown in this FBI sketch 
1987 
In '87, the FBI believed that the 
Unabomber may have taken on 
a somewhat more human form, 
as shown in this composite 
1996 
FBI agents change their mind 
and arrest this sub-human 
Swampy look-alike 
Welcome! 
After a two-week hiatus, 
we're back. 
Featured this week is 
the BGSU Men's Chorus, 
fresh off their spring trip 
and live on the Late Show 
with David Letterman. 
The chorusmen tell of 
nearly dashed dreams and 
lined pockets in the Big Apple. 
Matt Pierce provides a look at 
the new Spike Lee film "Girl 6" as 
well as the accompanying 
soundtrack. 
Microwave radiation is killing 
you softly — or at least that's what 
our John Riccardi says. Careful 
with that microwave popcorn... 
Fun with clowns? Oh, sure, 
according to Aaron Weisbrod, who 
spent an evening hanging out with 
rapping clowns (don't ask, just 
read it). 
So take it easy - midterm blues 
seem to be sweeping campus in the 
wake of the recent bad weather. Sit 
down and enjoy this one. 
P^^W^JW^WI.S. m 
Reviews 
"Girl 6" may not 
deliver, but 
soundtrack kicks 
it. 
By Matt Pierce 
After the public ignored 
Spike Lees terrific CLOCKERS 
last fall, the mind behind DO 
THE RIGHT THING and 
MALCOLM X retreats to black 
comedy about female sexuality 
(a la "SHE'S GOTTA HAVE IT) 
with GIRL 6. Theresa Randle 
stars as a would-be actress who 
turns to the world of phone sex 
to pay the bills. Along the way, 
the line between paid per- 
former and sex goddess blurs, 
and Girl 6 finds herself lost in a 
blur of explicit chat, a loser ex- 
husband (Isaiah Washington), a 
supportive loser neighbor 
(Lee), and eventually, abusive 
and destructive phone relation- 
ships. 
To flesh out her unique 
situation. Spike employs 
celebrity cameos (Madonna's is 
awesome, Tarantino's is awful), 
pointless dream sequences of 
Randle's favorite roles (Foxey 
Brown, "The Jeffersons"), and a 
little-girl-falling-down-an- 
elevator-shaft subplot that 
took me a good 15 minutes of 
bloated existential rationale to 
figure out. Also thrown into 
the mix is Lee's love-it-or-hate- 
it trademark, the character 
gliding across the sidewalk 
shot. 
All this finagling shows 
Spike's lack of confidence in a 
potentially fascinating charac- 
ter study, possibly because for 
the first time in his career, he 
had no hand in writing the 
script, written by Suzanne Lori- 
Parks. Randle is strong in the 
title role, but without a clear 
directorial vision, the audience 
doesn't know what to think of 
her. Is she victim or vixen, 
heroine or whore? With Spike 
Lee displaying an alarming 
lack of focus, this one weighs in 
at only so-so, putting him a 
step behind in the battle of our 
great contemporary American 
filmmakers, as the Coen 
Brothers' FARGO draws mass 
critical raves. 
GIRL 6: The Soundtrack 
An element of GIRL 6 
that does work well are the 
songs of Prince, woven 
throughout the film, effectively 
underscoring scenes and 
representing characters' 
emotions. Of the 22 songs 
heard on the Dolby Surround, 
13 find their way to the 
soundtrack, four of which are 
new or previously unreleased. 
"She Spoke 2 Me", the 
movie's opener is a loose, ' 
jazzy workout, while "Don't 
Talk 2 Strangers" (resurrected 
from the Nick Nolte would-be 
musical I'LL DO ANYTHING) 
is a sweet, sincere pop piece. 
The old stuff on the album is 
stellar, underappreciated 
classics—be it the patented sex 
funk of "Erotic City" and 
"Girls and Boys", or the swoon 
ballads "Adore" and "Pink 
Cashmere". Also included is 
"The Cross", a 1987 album cut 
that beats Live's "Lightning 
Crashes" for spiritual power 
and mastery of guitar dynam- 
ics. 
For Prince fans, this is 
a sweet mix tape featuring 
desirable rarities. For the 
uninitiated, it's evidence that 
The Man has produced a 
plethora of amazing music 
beyond "When Doves Cry", 
and that PURPLE RAIN was 
not the only cinematic outlet 
for it. 
Matt Pierce is a staff writer 
for Weekend Reality 
We Now Offer SiQQSfl, SETfEfi 
HaDDv Hour Soecials!!! 
Cvcryday  Noon-9 pm 
Double Mixed Drinks for price of a single! 
Dolor Mot Specials! 
t Hotdogs for o tech! 
t5< Wings 
Abo chock out our in-houso specials: 
cj> 9" one item pizza & pint $3.95 
C 12" one item pizza & pitcher $9.95 
O Bowl of Chili & Pint $2.50! 
Cverf Then, ladies Cnjof Happy Hour Specials 
All NIGHT LONG 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/ Adult 
Transit I.D. Card Required" 
'Available at Grant's Administrator's Office, 354-6203 
▼ 
Van w/Uft Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating 
T 
Sunday Service 8:00 A.M. - 4P.M. 
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED 
FOR RESERVATIONS: 354-6203 
(MON. - FRI. 8:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.) 
Service AIM: Bowling Green 
Please let driver know how 
many persons will be riding. 
• B.G.Taxi 
352-0796 
This sofvicu is financed in 
part from an operating 
assistance grant from 
ODOT A FTA 
353-6912 135 N. MfilN Call 1 hour before service is needed. 
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The Bandwagon 
Getting down and dope with I.C.P. 
By Aaron Weisbrod 
Honestly, I've 
never been a very big 
fan of rap music. I'm 
not by any means 
against it, mind you, it 
was just never really 
my thing. Due partly 
to this reason, and due 
partly to my over- 
whelming curiosity 
about what the "Dark 
Carnival" was, I de- 
cided to go check out 
Detroit's own I.e.P. 
Wow. 
Like I said, I 
was never very big 
on rap music, but 
I.C.P. (more for- 
mally known as the 
"Insane Clown 
Posse«) completely 
and thouroughly 
kicked my ass. 
"As far as my 
life, nothing ever 
fell into place," 
Vicious J started to 
explain when asked 
about the origin of 
what the world now 
knows as I.C.P. "There 
was never a place for me to 
fit in, but when we became 
this, whatever THIS is, it's 
like everything fell into 
place. [2 Dope and II were 
pan of the Dark Carnival. 
We're clowns. When you're 
a clown you can f**k-up if 
you want. You can look 
like an idiot. You can 
sound like an idiot. 
There's no going wrong 
being a clown." 
It's been about one 
year now since I.C.P. 
started to take their act 
outside of the Detroit area, 
and ever since then 
I.C.P.'s incredibly loyal 
fan-base has been multi- 
plying daily. 
"It used to feel like 
it was just a Detroit thing, 
but then on the First tour 
we went out on I saw that 
there was kids all over 
the country just like 
the kids in Detroit. 
There's kids that have 
been nerds their whole 
life in every city, and 
there's poor kids in 
every city, not just 
Detroit, that are just 
like 'F**k-it,' and that 
spreads coast to coast. 
Now that we realized 
that, we just want to 
reach them." 
To do this I.C.P. 
will be releasing 
(among other things) 
six "Joker's Cards." 
Out of the six 
"Joker's Cards" (which 
are specifically tabled 
I.C.P. 
al- 
bums), 
so far 
only 
"Car- 
nival 
of 
Car- 
nage," 
"The 
Ring- 
mas- 
ter," 
and 
"The 
FiMMbrAirM Riddle 
Box" have been released so 
far, but Violent J recently 
"found out" what the 
fourth "Joker's Card" is 
going to be. 
"We won't reveal 
the name, but he's the 
master of illusions. The 
master of using magic 
■ 
*''
:
 HI 
IF      JL^Lm   w 
■))^LjjW_ I 
353 - 0988 104 S. Main 
CD RELEASE PARTY 
TONIGHT 
April 5th 1996 
STARTID AT 10 TICKIT AVAILABU AT DOOR 
without magic." 
Confused? Well, 
maybe you should be, but 
maybe not. As I.C.P. 
stated in during their 
interview, some people get 
it, but some people don't. 
If these guys have 
sparked you interest then 
check them out, because 
trust me, you won't be 
disappointed. 
I.C.P.   will be 
performing at St. Andrew's 
Hall in Detroit on April 
19th, and they'll be return- 
ing to Toledo in the near 
future. Just keep your eyes 
peeled for the Dark Carni- 
val ... 
HEY, do YOU care? 
The    BGSU    Recycling    Program 
wants to reward YOU for caring! 
Every week we will give you 2 more great reasons to 
RECYCLE at BGSU. After you have all 10 reasons 
to recycle, staple the five ads with your name and phone 
number. Send the ads via campus mail to 145 College 
Park. We will have a drawing for a free BGSU Recycling 
Program MUG! 
| There are many reasons to RECYCLE 
| at BGSU...here are 2 more: 
', Week five of five 
J 2. It's our planet too! 
I 1. You can empty bottles on weekends. 
CUT Tins OUT and LOOK for our'aVnext week! 
HEY! Have you read BARRELS 8t BINS yet? 
rk««hrA*r«« 
all Hail me 
"Our biggest 
inspiration is to get 
out there and and 
write new songs and 
constantly reinvent 
ourselves ..." Com- 
mented Wasim, the 
bass player and back- 
up vocalist of the To- 
ledo-based trio all Hail 
me. 
"We try to combine 
poetry and all forms of art 
into the music." He added. 
Apparently all 
HAIL me's approach 
seems to be working for 
them. Even though the 
band only started to play- 
out their "dellciously 
disturbing, dark, smart 
rock" as of last Febuary, 
John, Wasim, and Chuck 
See, Bandwagon, 
eight 
'ClA-m TtCAIEfU $3 
AIIDogf   Nightly 6.-00 
n
*|2:00&4:00 
Nightly GRUMPIER 
7:30 OLD MEN 
A LOVE STORY 
LEAVING 
LAS VEGAS 
Nightly 
9:30 
Rocky 
Horror 
a Fri midnight 
Pulp 
Fiction 
oSMMkWgtt 
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Cocktails With. 
GSUs claim 
;o Letterman 
?ame 
|By Joe Peiffer  
Joe: How are ya? 
Singing guy #1: Great. 
Singing guy #2: Doin' good. 
Singing guy #3: Just fine. 
Joe: So, how was Dave? 
Singing guy #1: (laughs) Well, It all 
lappened very, very quickly. 
Singing guy #2: Awesome. It was an 
Jncredible experience. 
Joe: What made it so incredible? 
Singing 
guy #2:_ 
Just that it 
happened. 
Originally, 
• '^ - :   there were 
_ ^ 4u     Jl   about ten 
H   of us that 
«<^     ^ |   went there. 
It starts 
around 
4:30 and 
they start 
taping at 
\ ^       |   5. We 
went there 
on the 
whim that 
by us 
singing for 
the audi- 
lences and singing out in front of the Ed ■Sullivan theater that he might bring us on. 
Iwe thought it was going to be a longshot, 
Ibut it was just incredible that it really did 
[happen. 
Ijoe: So, basically, you went out there 
lsaying "What the hell, we got an hour to 
[kill, let's start singing in front of the Ed ■Sullivan theater?" 
•Singing guy #2: Yeah, and after about 
I another hour, a group of ten more guys 
I showed up, and doubled out numbers to 
I about 20, which is the group that got on 
I the show. 
Ijoe: Interesting. When did you think you 
I were going to get on the show? 
Singing guy #1: We were out there sing- 
ling and we were about ready to get up ane 
I someone popped out and said, "He just 
I mentioned your name, so stick around, 
because you guys might get on." We 
thought that was cool, so we kept singing a 
bit, then all of the sudden. Biff Henderson 
comes out and says, "He wants to have you 
guys on, so come around to the side al- 
ley..." 
Singing guy #3: And they never told us 
for sure, they always wanted to keep us in 
the dark in case something didn't happen. 
They lined us up at the stage door... 
Singing guy #2: About three or four 
different ways, because they weren't sure 
how they were going to have us come on... 
Singing guy #3: And then all of the 
sudden, [Letterman] popped his head out 
and was like, "Come on, guys..." 
Joe: So then what happened? 
Singing guy #1: Dave steps out the door 
and says, "Come on, boys, get in here," So 
we quickly ran in and ran onto the stage in 
like a two-line arch, and Dave started 
shouting, "Go! Go! Sing, as fast as pos- 
sible!" So we blew our pitch, sang for like, 
thirty seconds, and as soon as we were 
done, the crowd went nuts, and Dave said-, 
"Get the hell out of here!" 
Singing guy #3: Ran back out the stage 
door, and that 
was it. 
Singing guy 
#1.: And then 
someone 
grabbed us 
and told us 
that we had to 
sign all these 
papers, and 
we found out 
we got paid 
$304 each, 
which was 
even more of 
a surprise. 
Joe: Dave 
shelled out 
some big 
bucks for you 
guys. 
Singing guy #2: You can tell, at the 
beginning of the show, he says. Well, if the 
show gets slow, we'll bring these guys in..." 
and you can see him doing figures in his 
mind. 
Joe: So what did you guys do with your 
$304? 
Singing guy #3: The check is in the mail. 
Joe: Have any of you guys ever lost your 
voice? 
Singing guy #1: Oh yeah. 
Singing guy #2: Found it, though. 
Joe: Did it scare you? 
Singing guy #3: Not really. 
Singing guy #1: Once. 
Joe: Why did it scare you? 
Singing guy #1: I'd been coughing for 
like, a week straight and couldn't stop, so I 
went in and got my cords scoped to make 
sure I wasn't getting vocal nodes. 
Joe: What are vocal nodes? 
Singing guy #1: It's like a callous that 
builds up on your vocal chords from being 
irritated for so long. 
Page^tWeak^pd.Raalipf'AfifU. 5,,.I996.    v. 
Singing guy #2: Michael Bolton's got 
'em. 
Joe: I can tell. Didn't Michael Bolton or 
Huey Lewis or someone like that like, drink 
boiling water to mess with their vocal 
cords? 
Singing guy #2: (laughs) I don't know. 
Sounds like it... 
Singing guy #3: It wouldn't work, 
though, because your vocal fold is on the 
way to your windpipe, and anything you 
swallow wouldn't be affected by that... 
Joe: Why then, after a night of heavy 
drinking, do your vocal chords sound like 
they have been noded? 
Singing guy #2: There's two reasons. 
One is that alcohol is a diuretic, it dries 
you out, and the other is that you usually 
talk too loud and yell all night... 
Singing guy #1: Or if you smoke, the tar 
goes through your cords and leaves tar on 
them. 
Joe: Tell me a little bit about yourself. 
. 
r Q 
Singing guy #2: Well, I'm 6'4", I enjoy 
fantasy novels- 
Joe: Paul is a dork, isn't he? 
Singing guy #3: Oh yeah. He looked like 
a reject. 
Singing guy #2: He's an ass, actually. 
Joe: Really? 
Singing guy #2: One of the other tours 
that we were there, some other guys saw 
him walking down the street, and he was 
just being grumpy, and they were like, 
"Hey, Paul!", and he just blew 'em off. 
Singing guy #3: It was also really cool 
because we were the first act ever to perform 
on that new stage. We christened the stage. 
Joe: So what was it like watching yourselves on 
TV? 
Singing guy #3: We were just sitting in our 
hotel room about six blocks away with a case of 
beer watchin' the show. 
Joe: Wow. So, how has the Letterman appear- 
ance improved your sex life? 
Singing guy #2: Not me. 
Singing guy #3: You mean with other 
See, Cocktails, eight 
Ministry of Truth 
Killer Popcorn 
Microwave radiation causes 
blood abnormalities 
By John Riccardi 
Most of us use microwave ovens 
on a day-to-day basis, taking 
them for granted like most of 
our other technological conve- 
niences. But if you stop and 
think about it, microwave 
ovens are a marvelous thing. You can 
throw some food into them, set the oven's 
timer and shortly after retrieve your feast 
from this "magic cooking box." And of 
course, they have the potential to kill you. 
Ding! 
Food is heated in conventional ovens 
when heat transfers from outside of the 
food to within. Microwave ovens, on the 
other hand, heat food by violently vibrating existing water mol- 
ecules inside of the food. The water molecules (and all the other 
atoms, cells, etc. for that matter) are bombarded with electro- 
magnetic radiation and are forced to reversed polarity 1 to 100 
billion times per second. The resulting friction causes the food 
to heat and eventually cook. It also damages the molecular 
structures in the food, creating abnormalities known as struc- 
tural isomerism. 
Sound painful? It should. Consider the case of Norma Levitt, 
a woman who died     after having a blood transfusion during 
hip surgery. The surgery didn't kill her, but the transfusion did. 
Blood for transfusions is routinely warmed, but not in a micro- 
wave oven, as was the case in Levitt's surgery, 
had the misfortune of cooking up some fresh haddock in the old 
mic' one evening. They-were sitting around after having thor- 
oughly enjoyed their meal, which was cooked to an acceptably 
hot eating temperature, when they noticed that one of the left- 
over pieces was moving. 
They proceeded to cut it open and extract a   number of 35 
to 40-millimeter long worms, who were a bit warm but plenty 
alive. It turned out their food hadn't been cooked well enough 
kill the little buggers (who probably tasted like chicken anyway). 
As a result, that family now knows that if you want to kill any 
bacteria your food might contain, your microwave must be able 
to cook at 60 degrees Celsius for at least five minutes. Many 
microwaves don't. 
But what about the "normal" cooking of your food in a micro- 
wave? Provided it kills bacteria, heats evenly and without too 
much steam and doesn't contain any chemical leakage from the 
packaging, isn't it safe? 
It doesn't look that way. 
In the early 1990's, Hans Hertel, a Swiss food scientist, con- 
ceived the idea for a study to determine what effects consuming 
microwave-cooked food have on the human body. Enlisting the 
aid of Bernard H. Blanc of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technol- 
ogy and the University Institute for Biochemistry, Hertel con- 
ducted a study in which eight participants (Hertel included) 
were isolated in a hotel environment for eight weeks. 
During that time, participants were fed variants of milk and 
vegetables which were either raw, cooked conventionally or 
cooked with a microwave oven. The participant's blood was 
drawn and tested just prior to eating, 15 minutes after eating, 
and two hours after that. 
To reduce the chance of any unexpected metabolic variables 
the selected individuals were chosen from a group of participant!' 
in a strict macrobiotic diet program at the Macrobiotic Institute a 
Kientel, Switzerland. All volunteers in Hertel's study were also 
denied smoking, alcohol and sexual activity for the duration of 
the study. 
The test results indicated significant changes in the blood of 
the people who consumed the microwave-cooked food. Most 
noticeable was the drastic decrease in all hemoglobin and choles- 
terol values, especially the HDL and LDL cholesterol values and 
ratio (that's the "good" and "bad" cholesterol, respectively). 
Lymphocytes (white blood 
cells) displayed a distinct 
short-term decrease. 
Although the results after 
the first few weeks showed 
only a marginal difference 
between the blood of the 
microwaved-food consumers 
and the rest of the group, th( 
results became more pro- 
nounced in the second mont 
of the study, with the micro- 
wave-food eaters' blood shov 
•   ing strong anemic tendencie; 
Why didn't we ever hear 
about this study in the Unite 
States? Why didn't Hertel's study spark interest in the subject 
and spawn other studies? 
Because Hertel didn't get to tell many people about it. Shortl 
after publishing the results, the trade organization known as the 
Swiss Association of Dealers for Electroapparatuses for House- 
holds and Industry (FEA) exerted their influence to have a "gag 
order" placed on Hertel, to prevent him from further proclaimir 
the results of his study. The suppressing nature of the order ha 
also prevented the media from making the details of the study 
public. However, Hertel continues to fight the order, announcin i 
his finds in other, countries and has managed to get scientists aij 
Ciba-Geigy, the world's largest pharmaceutical company, to proi 
ise their support when and if the case is heard in court. 
And then there's the flash-bake oven, a halogen-bulb device 
which cooks food in half of the time as a microwave with better- 
looking (and presumably tasting) results. Never heard of it? Cr 
did, and they did a report on it in 1993. Strangely, not much w 
heard about the oven after that. Not surprising, considering th< 
microwave oven industry is already raking in $1.5 to $2 billion 
annually. 
But with over 90 percent of homes in America owning micro 
wave ovens, wouldn't the microwave oven industry be eager to 
replace them all with safe, shiny new flash-bake ovens? 
Maybe. But unless they want a lot of lawsuits on their hand; | 
the industry is going to have to introduce the flash-bake oven 
gradually, proclaiming it as "better," not "safer." 
Until then. 
Ding! -• 
This article was written with information compliled from thi 
following sources: Scientific American, Feb. '87; Nexus, Aprll-M 
'95 (originally appeared in Acres USA April '94); Science, Aug 5 
'88; Food Technology, Dec. '92; Food Technology, Oct. '89; Foot 
Technology, Jan. '89; Utne Reader, July '90; Consumer Reports, 
Sept. '89. 
John Riccardi might have the mad cow disease, but he know 
how to use a conventional oven. He also listens to the Olafana 
Party Steve Show Mondays at 10:00 p.m. on WEAL. He can be 
contacted at jriccar@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
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The Swampy Page 
All The Swampy's 
Men  
By Bob Dinsdale 
"A swamp monster s 
got to have a little variety" 
An In depth Interview with the swamp monster who broke the mold and 
bucked tradition by running for USG President 
The eternal grin on his face could not hide the pain and disappointment inside his 
soul. He walked into the office smelling of cheap whiskey and cheaper cigars with his 
usual swagger but we all knew the truth. Just a few short hours ago this swamp 
monster known as Swampy was riding high with dreams of a USG presidency danc- 
ing through his head. Friday morning's election results brought those dreams crashing 
down like a Pat Buchanan opinion poll. Like the hero and role model he is though he 
put on a "good sport" attitude and refused to talk about or lay blame for his 
campaign's poor showing. Today, however, with the help of a lew bottles ot $4 
whiskey Swampy is able to sit down and discuss how it all started, what went right, 
what went wrong, and who is to blame. Here now are the key excerpts: 
BD-So how did all this start? What pushed you into the political ring? 
Swampy- The same thing that pushes me into 
everything. Liquor. Sweet, nectar of life, 
nonjudgemental, and always (orgiving liquor. I 
remember we were all sitting around the 
newsroom a week ago swapping 'Nam 
stories. I was on my second bottle of Vodka 
and feeling pretty uppity after talking about 
that Ho Chi Minh when some  
started questioning my swampyhood and 
giving me crap about my leadership qualities. 
Well I sort of lost it and I grabbed this little "" 
by the neck and said" Look Jay, I was talking 
the talk and walking the walk since before you exited your Mom's uterus, if that IS 
really how you were bom, so why don't you just shut your hole before I ram my fist 
down it". Well after he stopped crying, he apologized and said he just thought that I 
should share my skills and lead this campus to a glorious new era. Well, quicker then 
Testaverde can throw a crucial interception, the Swampy for USG President campaign 
staff took shape. 
BD- Did you try to find a particular age group or audience to target your campaign 
towards? 
Swampy- Well I felt like I was doing this for the children. I love the little  They're 
our hope for a better tomorrow or some "" like that. So when I spoke I usually tried 
to talk to the kids. That was the advice given to me by one of my key advisors. It 
wasn't until the day before the election that we found out you had to be a college 
student to vote, so it turned out I was talking to all the wrong people. My KEY advisor 
didn't bother to find that little fact out soon enough. Oh well, lets just say you won't be 
seeing THAT guy above water anytime soon  
BD- What are you trying to say? Is he dead? 
Swampy-SHUT UPI You want some of this? Huh? You want some?Why don't you 
shut your mouth ya little punk and keep your fat nose outta my business. 
BD- Okay . Okay. Next question. You obviously did this to help improve the University, 
and I don't think anybody here questions your commitment to excellence, but what 
personal benefits do you think come with the presidency. What did you personally 
hope to get out of all this? 
Swampy- Women. The women were a big factor. 
BD- What about Swampette? 
Swampy-Hey, this is the '90's and a swamp monster's got to have a little variety. After 
all, Playboy doesn't show the same centerfold every month do they? Women love 
guys in power. It's a fact. If I had been USG President I'd have even more chicks then 
now. They would've seen the power...everybody would've seen the power...ole Paul 
Olscamp would've seen the power.... 
BD- You mean Dr. Ribeau? 
Swampy- Who?... Shut up! I'm on a roll. Anyway, the BG News would've seen the 
power....Food Op would've seen the power....this whole campus would've seen power. 
Okay. I'm done now.Carry on. 
BO- What about the accusation that USG has no real authority and is just a bunch of 
young republicans boosting their resumes? Would you really have had that much 
pQwei? 
Swampy- Well...it's true they don't have much power NOW, but if me and my boys 
were to get into office things would take a different tone. People WILL bow down 
before me. YOU WILL ALL BOW DOWN BEFORE ME"! 
[It's at this point that Swampy finishes the contents ol his flask, stands on his chair 
and starts to sing Ay Ziggy Zoomba but then he falls off his chair and blacl   out. A few 
minutes pass and Swampy regains consciousness. After he winds down his soliloquy 
on the virtues ol getting two McChickens for $2 I feel comfortable sitting within 10 feet 
of him and soon after that I feel safe asking him another question] 
BD- There were sightings of you on election day. My confusion comes from the lact 
that the pictures of you don't seem to match the Swampy I see before me. What's up 
with that? 
Swampy- YEAH I'm glad you brought that up. Let me tell you about that "". Well 
everybody knows that the voters want someone visually appealing. Well my crackpot 
advisors..well former advisors., decided that the public would be quicker to vote lor a 
taller, thinner looking Swampy so they called up my cousin Puttz.J forget his given 
name... and had him do my public appearances. He did an okay job, but he's not the F3 
real thing and ol course they call him Puttz for 
a reason. 
BD- Do you regret this? 
Swampy- Of course I regret it ya  I'm 
proud of my gut and my stature. I'm proud of 
who I am. I'm Swampy dammit. I sure I 
would've gotten more votes if I had appeared 
in person. 
BD- Any other regrets? 
Swampy- Well I guess we shouldn't have run 
that picture of me. peeing on the bushes in my 
campaign poster. Some people were of- 
fended... Oh well I guess.... em. Another 
regret was starting so late. Those other guys got a pretty big head start on your old 
pal here. Next year I'll.... 
BD- There'll be a next year? 
Swampy- Don't interrupt •"•••• 
[Swampy throws a computer at me, but due his intoxication it only goes as far as his 
foot and it is at this point that I am completely unable to report his comments due to 
this being a family paper] 
Swampy-ANYWAY, next year we're going to start at least two weeks before elections, 
and I've made allies with a bunch of computer hackers....I..I mean computer engi- 
neers 
who will help me with this on-line election stuff. Let's just say I already can envision a 
different outcome next year. [Swampy smiles like a a.... well, just a really happy 
swamp monster okay?] 
BD- Any final comments? 
Swampy- Yeah. All You people out there who took my signs down because they 
weren't "official", me and my boys are gonna be coming after ya. Spring Break don't 
matter. The only break you have to worry about is when I break your head. 
Don't you EVER touch my stuff again. YOU HEAR ME!! I'll find you. Don't doubt it. 
[Swampy stands up and staggers around the office] 
How do you get out of this building....Get outta my way (Swampy exits with 
all his honor and dignity still intact and secure in the knowledge that one day he can 
lead this University and this nation to a new glory. The glory of Swampy.] 
Bob Dinsdale wishes to thank the staff of Swampy For USG for all the 
hard work they did and wishes he had been sober enough to help. Comments 
and Swampy appearances/story requests can be sent to 
dinsdalObgnet.bgsu.edu or jboyle6bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
"YOU WILL ALL BOW DOWN 
BEFORE MET 
"You want some of this?" 
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From,Cocktails,five 
people? (laughter) also do regular con- 
Joe: You might get 
more charged up about 
yourself... 
Singing guy #3: This 
is the hand that shook 
David Letterman's 
hand... 
Singing guy #1: 
David Letterman by 
proxy. 
Joe: With names like 
"Brody" and "Garret," 
did you get teased in 
school? 
Brody: I did. 
Garret: Not after I 
shot the kid. 
Brody: Unfortunatly, 
"Brody" rhymes with 
"Grody," better known 
in Valley Girl days. 
Joe: What other types 
of activities besides the 
Letterman show does 
the choir do? 
Singing guy #1: Well, 
each year we have two 
tours, a Fall tour to 
public schools and 
churches around Ohio, 
and our Spring tour 
alternates bi-yearly 
between Florida and 
New York. Basically, 
that's like a recruiting 
and good-will tour. We 
get out and share good 
music with America. 
Singing guy #3: We 
certs, and we do two 
big fundraisers, like 
the Hot-Tub-A-Thon, 
and next week, we 
have our Karaoke-A- 
Thon. 
Joe: So, describe the 
kinds of people that 
show up about 2:30- 
3:00 o'clock at the 
Karaoke-A-Thon. 
Singing guy #2: 
Well, in the past, we've 
had this little 
Woodstock gathering, 
like, hippies that camp 
out and bring us food, 
people who are hooked 
on singing Sinatra 
tunes... 
Joe: Any pointers on 
how to become a big 
singing star? 
Singing guy #1: 
Practice and find out 
who you have to 
meet... 
Singing guy #3: 
Vocal training, and 
sleep with whoever you 
can to get to the top... 
Singing guy #2: 
Public appearances 
and a big scandal usu- 
ally helps... 
Singing guy #1: 
Learn to dance, grow 
dreadlocks and have 
other people sing your 
music... 
Joe: Do you guys have 
aspirations to become 
big singing stars? 
Singing guy #3: Oh 
yeah... 
Singing guy #2:Ifd 
be nice, singing at the 
New York Metropoli- 
tan... 
Singing guy #1: I 
want to be a teacher. 
Joe: Do any of you 
want to be rock stars? 
Singing guy #2: 
We're going to be bar- 
bershop junkies. 
Joe: How do you guys 
feel about sellin' out? I 
mean, if Jon Bon Jovi 
walked in the room 
and had a million- 
dollar contract and 
said, "I want you to 
sing back-up to 'Living 
On A Prayer,' I'm 
gonna re-do it..." 
Singing guy #1: I'm 
there. 
Singing guy #3: 
Life's long. There's 
plenty of time to do 
the noble stuff later... 
Joe: Who are your 
influences? 
Singing guy #1: John 
Coltrane, Dean 
Riggins... 
Joe: If you were sud- 
denly stricken mute, 
how would your life 
change? 
Singing guy #2: 
Wouldn't be able to 
sing anymore...We'd be 
out of a job. 
Joe: What would you 
do if you couldn't sing 
anymore? 
Singing guy #2: I'd 
be a cop. 
Singing guy #3: I'd 
like to put a White 
Castle in Bowling 
Green. That's my 
dream. Then I'd put an 
Arby's in next door. 
Joe: Have you ever felt 
stereotyped for being 
in the Men's Chorus? 
Singing guy #2: For 
being a music student 
period, really... 
Joe: How do you com- 
bat that, and what 
types of stereotypes do 
you come up against? 
Singing guy #1: A lot 
of people think that 
being a music major is 
just a cake major. Re- 
ally, just the opposite 
is true. It's very time- 
consuming and chal- 
lenging. 
I just ignore it and do 
what I do. 
Joe: They think they 
caught the Unabomber 
guy. Do you think he's 
really the Unabomber? 
Singing guy #3: No. 
Singing, guy #1: Take 
the fifth amendment... 
Singing guy #2:1 
don't know. 
Joe: You've heard of 
Mad Cow disease, is 
there any truth to the 
rumor of Mad Choir 
disease? 
Singing guy #1: 
Wearing a red blazer... 
Singing guy #3: 
Snapping a lot... 
Singing guy #1: 
Wanting to sing "Hang 
On Sloopy." 
Joe: Fantastic. 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Evarv student la i)llglbia tor iwni typa of financial 
aid regard HUB of gradaa or parental Incoma. 
Tha US Daat of Eduaaaon raponad tan — OUST $21 aaJJON In Unanctal aU 
l lIlMl Including oaar $10 BLUON In acndarahlpa Iran I 
A liarv.,   ' *■■*■—-*■*-■ "■"Wit HIM IHni "'r*'-'*' ■M wan! unuaad baoauaa parante and aludanta did not brow mhara to appajr. 
Our aantoa a) anlgnid to Sato Wmftttl *Q" Noti achonl )a«anito |iu1 daHnrun and 
rw aW ■ppMMBOH MRS MM ■WOTTMaflOn CaM: 
1-800-617-6788 
OWaaaafcv 
Sonoav Maura, Inc. 
14148 Sycamore Circa) 
Strongav*Ja, OH   441M-2M7 
From, all HAIL, four 
the stage that musi- 
cians like Live, Ma- 
donna, Helmet, 
Ramones and Talk- 
ing Heads got signed 
off of." Wasim said 
when asked about the 
experience of playing 
at one of the most 
famous night clubs in 
the United States of 
America. 
"It was the most 
wonderfully skanky 
club I've ever set foot 
in. It was fantastic. It 
was a great club and 
the history on that 
stage was enough to 
light a fire beneath us." 
And as if that's 
enough proof of the 
band's talent, all HAIL 
me's six song EP Is 
currently being distrib- 
uted throughout the 
Ohio and Michigan 
region by Overture 
Records. 
I've seen these 
guys play live before, 
and believe me, with 
the energy and talent 
that these guys pro- 
duce on both stage and 
in the studio, it's a 
pretty safe bet that 
they're going to play- 
ing at clubs as presti- 
gious as CBGB's again 
and again and again 
within the not-too- 
distant future ... 
all HAIL me 
will be performing with 
SHAG tonight at The 
Asylum on North 
Superior Street in 
Toledo. The show is 
currently planned to 
start at 10:00 PM. 
Aaron Welsbrod is the 
official music guru of 
WR. He'd like to thank 
ICP and all HAIL me for 
being cool as hell with 
him. 
!Have a Mappy 
* 
SUMMER! 
pm* % w^ri^mMit>.5>j?$>; 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD [11:00] Price li Right X NeweX Young and the Restless (In BMajo) s Bold and the Beautiful K As the World Tumi (In Slereo) I Guiding Ltghl (In Stereo) X Oprah Winfrey Affording a ho.se X News » 
<E> Mil. mitt! KtnX The City (In  1 All My Children X Stereo) En     ] One Lite to Live » General Hospital.« Wcki Lake Women vie lor (he same men. Newa.a Cheernln Slereo) X 
ffl (1100) Lean Reel Lee                         IDayeofOurUvesI AnotherWortd.lt. Freeh Prince ol Bel-Air en Blossom tf Baywatcb'DeadoI Summer" (In Stereo) X MorrW Wiliams Psychic Sylvia Browne X 
© TreWide: UvnlM Tode/iUte Choices Inetrwtionel Proaramtning TaiCN: Inner Wave Carmen Sandrego Bill Nye the Science Guy ffiihbone 'Bone of Arc* Shining Time Station Barney < FrlendeX 
S3 Sesame Street X Initructional Programming Bill Nye the Science Guy Instructional Barney 1 FrkmdiX rVishhone (In Stereo) X Carmen SanrJego Movie: 'rSuog W (1943) Marries attempt to seue a Japanese-occupied island. le.Coc*eV 
€0 Whoithe Boee? X Gereldo Celebrty gossip. Gordon Elliott ; .[-' ■'• ahajaj rjeanj Doogie Howser Cubhouse (In Stereo) I Taz-Manla (In Slereo) X Eeklstrsve- genre X Batman and Robin Goooe- bumps s Aladdin Stereo) X Full House "nSano)! 
CD (I i-OO) Jany Springer (Rj Paid Program LAPO(R)(ln Stereo) ■ Movie: •**• "The Third Man"(19«9) Joseph Cotten A writer questions a Inend's death in postwar Vienna. Goof Troop (In Slereo) X Bonkers (In Stereo) X Aladdin (In Stereo) X Gargoyles ■i-jt„.. ,j | Dlnoiauri (h Stereo] it Paid Program 
© Sanlordand Son Andy Griffith. Love Lucy Golden Gala iln St^'CO) PT Empty Neat (In Slereo) n: FLntstones Goof Troop (In Slereo) I tar-Mama (In Slereo) X EeklMrava- garuaX Batman and Robin Gooae- bumps A Fresh Prince of Bel-Air I Step by Step (In SSieo) X 
COM 
Gerry 
S handling 
Saturday Night live Poirocely 
Incorrecl (R) 
Edslntr»P 
Hall 
Benny Hill Movie:«e l>»clive&floiyftoprx«-(13e6.Comedy) 
A penmiess pnvate eye tutors a detective-novel junlue. 
rVUtlRIBl Kidsmlhe 
Hall 
ESPN 
(11 00) Tamil: Family Circle Civ - 
Quarterfinal (Live) 
Dsrvia Cup Tennis Ouartertinal Round - United Slates at 
Czech Repubec. 
Senior PGA Golf: The Tradten - Second Round From Scottsdale. Am (Lrve) 
HBO 
[1015) 
Movie: 
Making ol 
Drop zone 
Movie: •«>! "Turk f«f"|1985. Drama) 
Tmothy Hutton (In Slereo) 'PGI3" 
Movie: •• Te/ttng Jack"(l994) Paul Hogan. Amule     Movie: ••• ~Sifwacb*(l9eS)Kevli Kane. The paths ol 
townsman tags along vnth a rtarjy famous outlaw. T*Q-13"  tour cowtova converge an route 10a showdown TJG-13' 
sc Prime Cute n 
Rugby in America Preview Siding: US Pro Tour. Siding: Co» 
Cup 
Planet X |RI Girls High School Basketbal OHSAA 
Division TV Champwnsha). (R) 
Journal Sporta/ 
Health 
Sporta 
Innenrfctw 
iCIFI 
Dark 
Shadow! 
Magician The Illusion ol 
B id Gold 
UM. 
Hitchcock 
Tele. From 
the Darks.de X Ray Bradbury QaUctka 19W Tne Super Scouts" (Part 2 ol 2) IncradibkiHulk-BnngMe the Heed ol the Hut." Bionlc Woman Iron Ships and Dead Men- 
USA 
'11:00) Uov»):«(i-Onc«S«Wi-(l9e5. 
Comedy) Lamen Hufton. Jen Carrey. * 
Litre WKi the Peopio'a Court Uve With Love Connection MacGyver 'Twenty 
Questions" On Stereo) X 
Highlander: The Serai 
Free Fa    .tn Steresi.« 
AD SAVE 15% WITH THIS 
ON f*IV RCGUU-lfllV PRICCD ITSM IN TH€ STOR€ | 
rOMlCSb 
SERVING ALL YOUR COMIC AND COLLECTOR 
CARD NEEDS! ASK AIOUT OUR HE! 
RESERVATION SERVICE 
COMICS -COLLECTOR CARDS 
ACTION FIGURES 
COLLECTING SUPPLIES 
1 «• S. MAIN ST. (MINI MALL) 
BOWLING GREEN 
MON-TUES-THURS-SAT 11i30 - 4>00 
WED e. FRI 11:00 - 7:00 
354-5*09 AJjW_ 
FRIDAY EVENING 
^mm^.<mmT*-.<mMKi.imMW-:imm.Hijmm-f*-:imm.'Ai.im^i*.:immvRi.iMmi\i*'.\MmtKi;inmti*:\wrMUMm¥.f*'.iM\ 
BROADCAST    STATIONS 
CD NewaX CBS News Wheel ol Fortune I IP*"*1 Due South (In Stereo) X Diagnoeii Murder The Murder Trade" (In Slereo) Naah Bridges' Sk.n Chasers" (In Stereo) IX rerwis Late Show (In Slereo) X Late Late Shown 
ID Na»I ABC Wld News Ent Tonight Hard Copy Family Matters c Tonight!.« Amerlca'a Funniest Home Videos 2OT20X NewiX NightUne X Cheers X Tempest! 
S) Mews NBC News Cope:ln Slereo) X Moat Wanted Unsolved M (In Slereo) 3 ratarieelR) sar*" Homicide: Lite on the Street FL" Moon  x M'A-S-HI Tonight Show (In Slereo) (InSteVeo) 
© French in Action Business Report New-hour With Jim Lehrer.T Waehing- !on Week WaJMrM Weeks gjo.ir.wn ,in Woman'a Health (R) (In Stereo)! Adam Smith Mystery! "Inspector Morse VI" "FalChance" (OflAk) 
© New-hour With Jim LehrerX TechnoPol- itka McLaughlin Group Washing. ton Week Wamtreet Week! »?•""'" Woman'a Health (R) (In Stereo) X Served Thii Is America (Oil Air) 
€0 Home Improve. Simpson! hSterao] Selnfeldlln Stereo) if Coechx BUdaraTme Again and Wo*'(lnSW«oT5B X-fllee "Bom Agam'' |R) (In Stereo) X rtetraX Roooanne Wall S:;ry' Star Trek: The Neil Generation "Nth Degree" Married.. With Night Court 
CD Nerenam Earaure (In (to%SS) ReecueSll (in Sleroo) Home Again X Travel Travel S'IRTX' EltremistB l-ind j-.' :omedy Showcase (In Stereo) Ftueh Limbeugh "Mr Preia Box Paid Program 
0D 8Maaona 
- Faajg) 
Floeeanra 
"Mai Story" 
■tome 
Improve. 
NBA BaeMisaT Detroit Pistons at PhrBdetohia ?6ers From me 
Spectrum. (Lrve) 
reran Fraah 
Prince 
Married... Star Trek: Deep Space 
fane "Repineir (if) I 
CA 3LE    STATIONS 
COM 
Or Kau. 
Therapiat Traraplet    | Therapist 
Dr. Kau,     |Dr Kau. 
Therapiit   iTherapiit 
Or KaO, 
Therapist 
Dr. Kau. 
Therapist 
Dr. Kau. 
Therapist 
Or. Kau. 
Therapist 
Dr. KaU, 
Therapist 
Politically 
Incorrect 
Saturday NtghlUvo Dream On 
ESPN 
UpCloee I
"" 
lM vHL Hoclray: Philadelphia Fryers al New York Rangers Frcm Madrson So uare 
Garden (Lrve)X 
Baseball 
Tonight 
Sportscenter X 
Tontghf' 
Speedwell 
HBO 
Movie: «>i "Sfmtt-rxTligg]. Drama) BDy Blanks. 
An errxiiice cfleer mual right a vengalul gang leader 
Movie: •• "Dead 8ldje"(199<. 
>ama) Brian Wrnmer (In Stereo) fr 
Movfa: "TairnrtlJuaiM" (1995. Drama) A security   iDennti 
guard e reunited wUh a drug-running nemesis NR X Mflor (R) X 
Movie:*'! "Army ol One' 
(1993) Dobh Lundgren X 
SC 
Tonite 
lame Time 
Major League BaeebaH Toronto Blue Jays at Cleveland InrJans. From Jacobs FwMrJ. (Live) 5S*"* |S|*»»     \SZVSL Hoctng        Race          bred Action Map* League Baaeball: Blue Jays al Indians 
SCIFI 
Sil Million Doaar Man 
■rjeadrv Gjontdown" 
Twilight 
Zone's 
Miet 
Central 
toMStatteXhoppar- 
Allanbum"(Part?of2| SceflBua 
IneMo         TwHighl      ONat 
Space*     \laSi      [Canaral (R) 
«gMtVtiar "Chopper" 
USA 
Renegade 'Carno- 
O'QuiVi" (m Stereo) ■ 
Wmgalln 
Stereo)X 
Wing,  The 
Faygrtrve" 
Murder, She Wrote (In 
Stereo) I 
•ovie: <•• y, ■Roseman/s Baty (I9B. Horror) Ma Farrow. John Cassavetes. 
Ruth Gordon A woman fears a coven has desqnscn her unborn chid X 
** •OteoVen ol tie Com 
It The Final Saotlce" 
SATURDAY MORNING 
1 5:00 1 5:30  ! 6:00  1 6:30  1 7:00  1 7:30  1  8:00  1 8:30 1 feOO  1 9:30  1 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD (4:37) To Be Announced Agricountry leevJIine News ■MM Zoo Today Storm Report Good Flihing 
CD *3S) Donahue I. Paid Program Pakt Program U.S. Farm Report Nan lor Kid. Animal Winnie the Free Willy (1- Slereo)! Bump in the MghtX Fudge "Ho Fjiir(R) X Hypernauts (In Stereo) X Reboot (In Slereo) A) Buga Bunny ATweetyX 
© Paid Program Used Carl Here Comee Peter Cottonta-I Today The possiia lax Mnsequences of se divorce Substitute co-anchor Carol Main. arationor n Slereo)! BMNyathe Science Guy Sing Me a Slory ft) I Saved by Bell Majaj time (In Slereo) X Saved by Bell 
ffi OtTAIr) ***" Furniture on the Mend metnet!(ln Stereo) ;orr.put. Chronlclee Ma* pILnalR) MokM Ketien Juaa'a Kitchen 
€0 P* Air) KJdaongailn Stereo] X Shilling Time Station Barney* Friends B PuBtoPkce (in Stereo) ■ jmbChop •later RogenX Mebrate StoryMrang (In Slereo) BE TrMsakkr. Adventure 
S3 [ORAk) Iron Man (In Stereo) Fantastic Four BabyHuey Morraer Mania Mega Man Carmen Sdtogo Caeperlln Slereo) X >oaer Rengen Maaked RlderX Spider-Men (In Stereo) I XJilen   - Stpeo] X Tlcklh Stereo) X 
CD < 00) Movie: •• "Giants of «o™"(l963.AdverSure) Princeaa Gwenevere Skyaurter Strata Force Jrrretorce (In Slereo) Street Sharks Biker Mice From Man Iron Man (1- Stereo) Fantastic Four 'aid Program Paid Program Paid Program llidweet Outdoori 
® Paid Program Straight Tak n For My People Gl.Joe: Ertreme Action Man (In Stereo) Carmen SrJHrgo Ceeperlln Slereo) X Power Rangers aaaked RlderX Spider-Man (In Stereo) X X-Men(ln Slereo) X no. (In Slereo) X 
CABLE    STATIONS 
COM 
Paid Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Pad 
Program 
Dr.Katz. 
Therapiat 
The Critic BennyrW Movie: •• "The l*orWc<Aif«arMCc«e*"(l965) The 
best scenes from 18 d the duo's most popuMr movies Towneend 
3PH 
NHL Hockey ItanlngrSt. 
Patrick's I0K 
JraortaMBIerlR) QrM 
Oirtdoora(R) 
nwde 
rilhing 
lAmer. 
Outdoors 
juidea JimHouilon Sportaran'i 
Chaajngi 
CMdoora Men'e 
Journal m 
HBO 
Movie: *ajrjacr»i- (1994) An architect is 
om between hk wk and ha tow. Tf ■ 
Movie: *e!i "Oarry OuOr'j Mpne. 
Fantasac Island- (1963, Comedy)«' X SloryX 
(fttardolOi 
(In Slereo) X 
Movie: •• "ITir»eArr»gosr(l986. 
Comedy) Chevy Chan. (In Slereo) TiG' 
Making ol 
Tommy Boy 
"Bad News 
Seer 
SC 
Rugby In America Preview 
PI 
ttaooae 
P) fSkh) Sports/ rlaahn Sporta/ Health •oaarrkter Jutdoor Gaiette rawipo        iLMka Trainer 911   |l*»treted Sporta 101 TitaTV 
son SciFI Theatar 
Men two 
Space 
tano^on 'rkaeoae na Ab Sculptor Mating 
Money 
Aroma Trim totie: ntli -n» Vena Wan-(1BN, Scaann FUton) 
Aivmead. rJithknga cotonBe a tiow-laboba Venus. 
AjiaMlravlty 
ROOM IB 
USA FadaoltJre (Insarao) 
Bloomberg 
TV 
Bloomberg 
TV 
Bloomberg 
TV 
PaM Paid »ad Paid 
Program 
naM 
Program 
MtM 
Cetvjll 
kVOfM WTMttiM 
Federaeon Mania 
ikast 
FrgtraarX 
More bands. 
More Swampy. 
More Reality. 
Just Read It. 
Available Fri- 
days at a BG 
Newsstand 
near you. 
Page 9 • Weekend Reality 'April 5,1996 
BETTER THAN A STANDARD LOAN 
...BETTER THAN A LEASE 
PAYMENT SHAVER LOAN 
How does shaving 20% or more off of your monthly 
car payment sound? If you're looking for lower 
monthly payments, and can't find the right price 
through conventional financing, then Payment 
Shaver's for you! 
• Less Money 
• Less Hassles 
• More Mileage 
• More Flexibility 
• Rates as low as 8.75%* APR up to 6 mo. to repay 
For more information, contact: 
Lou Ann Hoilcs or Angie Crego 
1 ISSN. Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-352-0787 
• 1.75* APR for ihcac manbars holding active checking and viaa 
aocouma with Gtau Cay Federal odwrwiae. ntt u 9.25*. APR 
denotte Annual Percentage Rale, 
Next Week: 
We're open to 
suggestions... 
Any ideas, 
give us a call, 
372-6967 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 
 f 11 a    AJC   T-Jl   TCX.   1    ill?—1 J    AA1 1 1    AA1 1 X-iTA. 1 A   AA 1 A   AA T <   ^R 1 1"AX 1 J~ «A 1 ■*   AA 1 M   AA    ' aaiailF   ■■HI1 '■■riTi ■■Tl'i'MlaTir;'elerTi'i'Bler^*:|aieyH'.'aia>t»iiaiacHi.iaiae:»iiaiet.Ki.iaia>-t*:iai 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD Santo Bugilo n Baalim ana World « Really Wild Amman | To Ba Announced 
PGA Go* fsetSoufhClassc- Tfsrf Round From IheAUa/ita Country Club in Marslla. 
Ga (Live) I 
CD t& Whet-A- ItMal iveekend Spatial WomeneOllkBtHaH CoeegeAH-Starsvs USANatonal Toant (Live) PSA Bowing Flagshe Open From Ene Pa (Live) X Wide World of Sports (Lrve) jr 
e> California Dreams B 1BA loa a. smn IiainedAbs Media Arts Mercury Media PaM Program TarMs- Femey Cede Cup - Seminal U.S. Olympic Triala Scheduled, boung. from Oakland Caaf (Lrva)X 
a. Marcia Adams Bun Wolfe Tablo Victory Garden « Frugal Gourmet ■ ThlaCHd Houae|R)X New Yankee Workshop" Hianeeme: Praeia Scandinavia latureacene Auaon City Limna "Farm raWTniha Yaarwood" Shoatwrttar (Part 2 oil) Ghoatwrrtar (Part 3 of 4) 
Michigan This Old 
HOUMX Felnhng 
New Yankee 
Workshop l- 
Grilling 
Holiday 
Frugal 
Gourmet I 
Cudna 
Am ore 
Jovof 
Pafnong 
JanUna'An 
Workshop 
lew Garden Victory 
Garden a tid 
© lire With' Lome a Movie*. "Perry Masav The Case of the l>spereie Deceohon" (1990. Mystery) Raymond Burr MarcyWaker Movie: ••'* "Perry Mason Hetums-(i965. Uyslery) Perry Mason's lormer secretary * accused of murder Lazarua Man The Boy Sonaair (R) (In Slereo) I Xaruv WaHiKM PnncaM The Back woT (m stereo) 
CD Buckeye OuldOOtS American     lUghterSide Adventurer   ofSporta Movie:.. '7>ele9eno'o(W*la3unfjr-(l992| Throe   iHWaaay Irjjrujppeddhidrentiylooutwallwabtluc^ Highway Patrol auk* League tuaaball Delrol Tigers al Oakland Athene. From me Oakland Coaaeum (Live) 
GD IneWith Louie X llo»»a:a..Ti»r»lfftllal<«-(l».C«ii«)y)B*Murray   IMovfa:..-8»mHA-(1994)As»y*a/i Gnos fighters Dana ghouls « a HMimn hkjfhrw         |vne sprouts ai a pkicky youBi'a Pack yarr). Simpsona (In Stereo) I Major League BaaiOHI Oelron Trjers al Oakland Alhlate From the Oakland Cokseum (Lrve) 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
Dr KaU 
Therapist 
The Critic Garry 
Sfiandling 
Benny Hill <R) Movie MM 1> GofdfrwaMf/iof3*niMaciwie"|l9c«) 
A scheming doctor builds altumg robots to b* nch men 
Abeoknafy    Frehchand 
FabufoualR! Saundera 
ktyseery Science Theater 
3000(H) 
ESPN 
Sportsceiler Davis Cup Tannia Quarterfinal Round - Unclad SUM al 
Czeon AepuBac 
Go* HortcAecaate Toumamenl From San Jon. Caaf 
(Uw) 
Hors* Radnor Flamrtgo 
Stakes FromTfaleari.Fla. 
Senior PGA Got): The 
Tradition - Thad Round 
HBO 
(ll:00)Movai:*a') TheSsdMswsSears 
al SrMtan Tunno" (1977. Comedy) TC' 
Movie .a •»aov>eofWIVor(l993JAyajngEs»rrio 
«lerrtlyOfjcx>sosertaoacfting<rti»as 'PG-13'X 
Movie * a "Morr^ Sleekens Conuw 
f*vne"(l9e7. Comedy) Jon Cryor. TO-IT 
Movie: »et> TAsfrV Ducfr's Atone 
F«it»Klsl«no-|l9e3. Comedy) •G1  
SC 
The Week in 
BesebeH 
This Is the PGA Tour Pennanl 
Ctvao»(R) 
HABC          ICoBaga BensketbaH NABC As-Star Game From 
Awarda         ConlawitalAjrfrmAraiwnEaaRueiertord. NJ |R| 
ML Hockey: Los Angeles Ice Dogs at Orlando Solar 
Bears (Live) 
SCiFI 
Dracula «y Sacral 
Identity 
My Secret 
Identity 
Swamp 
mntjX 
Swamp         Blo«fo:a«-i?wOno^ns~|196I.Hom>r)Ka<nLarsen A 
Thing!       jradoactrve rwer figures n a yaelous arttfs revenge 
Movie: •• -rmeBunner*(l982) Mark Hani. A space 
agent goes back vi time !o thwart an alien nvasion. I 
USA Eiosquad lln Slereo)! 
Street 
Fighler it 
Savage 
Dragon X   . 
Chipmunk 
Easier It; a 
Pax* Blue "Cui of the 
Past" IRiltn Stereo) X 
Movie: ..•'> inoaaman/l Baf»'|l96B. Horror) Mia Farrow, John Cassarvafes. Ruth 
Gordon A woman fears a coven has designs en her unborn child X 
Movie:... 
Car* fear" 
SATURDAY EVENING 
 \—J    (VA 1^ 7   *R1-1—■   AA      1      ■    1A      1—TT'^arV—1" A    ^A—\—f.    AA 1      A     AA 1    .A    AA   T   .A    AA   1    Ai      AA   1    XT     A A   1    J *    AA   1    J A    J»A   1 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD UawaX CBS News Downtwn- iMrt Cash EI plosion Or Ournn, Medicine Woman l- Stereo)! Touched by an Angel *Awi an  (nSaMojaj Water, Teiaa Ranger Basf   SSlereff a. News ' Outer Linlta "The            Night Stand Conversion" (In Stereo) X (In stareoi 
G) rletnX ABC Wld News Entertainment Ton;ahl (hi Sle-ec).». Real Funny (In Stereo) X Movie: -Srothers of the" Fronur" (1996) Pioneer brothers lace a perious sea-ch lor their parents S News a Movie •»'> "DMslern Trne"|l992. Science Fiction) Jeft Dan cH 
© American Telecast HBCNewe EUvwtch Thelnc*nr (R) (In Sttrto)X Makbu Shorn "Cheat"] Hearts" (In Steteo) X sav Home       ISIaters "Guess wno's CourtI     Co^ioSdVl Freeh Prince Saturday MgM Lrve (R) (In Stereo) I 
© Maac School Bus Newton s Apple t Ltwrtnet Waft Show taster Movie: ••» "The In^nd Sea-(l992|(lnSlareo)X Scktntrtic American        IWiadom ol Faith "A Bti Frontiers Ihl Stereo) I      Moyars Specaf' X PnSSL Au«inCityUmitt(ln Stereo) [OH Air) 
© Travel* in Europe EmLyoidefv Studio Uimnca Walk Show taster Movie: •••• "Mi>Pooc^s'('96a,Famaay)JulieAndrews,Dck  TaaaaFroaa VanDyke ArtvigcalriarviyhappeyoVsruptsthesti^Bankslamily   OMo BSg^j     ','%,:-: PrSS-a Off A,, 
® rlercuan: The Legendary Journeys X Sainlafdiln Bfpwj ■ Home Improve. SMeeoKPA) T3»"X America's Most Wanted 1 Sightings (R) (In Stereo) (MStereolX tfed TV (m Stereo)! Land's End Mana Rosa" ;R) (In Stereo) I 
CD Mayor League Baseball: Tigers al AThtate Lonaaoma Dove: Tha Outlaw Years : A) ItvTrak UW>1.<R|                |J--F«m TatMFraea the Crypt 1 Mystery Science Theater Total Entertain Paid Program 
© Mayor League Baseball: Tigan> at Athlete ilntceone "The Front" Movie: ..'i XraOavio"(l985,l>artia|RicrwdGere.AJ«Knge|News The bMcal Urig d Israel stniggMa tttreughhrsMo Mat. With Kung Fu: The Legend Cononuaa (In Stereo) X lovis: •• "Tha Legantf CIVo»MounU«i"(t992) 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM Th;,»?'wc- Dr. KatL Theraprtt That Critic kids m the Ha* Kids m the Ha* kids in the Halt Kktslnlhe Ha> Ride «i the Hast Kldalnthe Hall Ma In tat IM-Fion' Kids in the Hall Movie: 1>GcUoa ml W8abnrUaohiie-(l965) 
ESPN (5 001 Senior PGA GoU ThoTrarJaion 
- Third Round From Scotlsdale. Ariz 
Sporte- 
canter 
IWor t^Mfla. loeorr D C ItniM at San Joan 
Clash From Spartan Stadium (Live) Eitreme Bloopers ToniS!!" Sponacenter X Baseball Tonight Motorcycle Racing 
HBO Movie:*, ' ThreeAmrsost")!986)Soreoncowboys are recnatM to onve a tyrant out of lown InS' Movie: ae -Tommy Boy"(I99S Comedy) Chns Faney TC-IJI Movla^eS-SuoarHri 993) Wesley Snipes One ol two brothers wants out of 9tt iogel drug busness Movie ... -BlackHan'  1989. Drama) UOael Douglas WI 
SC IHL Hockey: Los Angeles al Orlando saF- «A Haatntiaal: Cnarlotle Hornets at Cleveland Cavakars From Gund Arena (Lrve) Buckeye Race Kaeneksnd Racing Man League Soccer H.r^lignia Caw Final Hour Hornets 
SCIFI Tekwar Kilter InshncT (In KSal« nmm Zonal Monatera Movie:... "Thefunrlouse-(l98t) Acanwal BOncton holds gnsly death tor lour teen-agers Mai Headroom The Academy" (In Stereo) X TwatgM Zonal Monatera Movie: e,a 'The FunhouWIIMt. Horror) 
USA (530)Movie: *»* "CapeFear"(199!)Anexonvci takes revenge on the lawyer who balrayed hm X •acme Blue "Takedown hSMOI 1 
WaM       IDucansan 
Science »   | P.j Amok abets: ee -Sunstroke (l 992) Jar» Seymour. A myflenous traveler searches A/uona lor her daughlat. Movie: ee The Ejpeits" (1969) John Travoka 
WL\Wr-z:nm-p-:<mw.r-,.nM'>:nwir::umir--mm ■:■■    ■»; ■•> ai 
CD 13 CO) To Be Announced To Bay          IHeeefof ajmounoad |ShirMno Power for L.vmg Day of DiacoveryX Kenneth Copelandi In Stereo) Sunday Morning ! Roundtable Real Estate OWeet 
CB Donahue (In Stereo) X faaaunailkig Hope (In Stereo)! Morning YourMmdl Body (R) I Survawyl PaM FTognssa 
'aid 
'rogram 
PaM 
Prosanssa 
ThlaWeekWIIhOwvkJ 
aVtriowyX 
© Martha Stewart Used Cans 'atd Program Community Cloee-Uc Paid American TV Hour ot Power (In Slereo) Feed tha Children Jack Van 
-ape 
Today The Bach Choi ol 
BeOwshem, Pa (ki Stereo) 
•eel the 
Pal 
a. [Oft Air) BamoyA Frlendel Seasame Street T School Bus European Journal Out of Ireland Gnat Decision. Tony Brown 
© mm Kideonge in SHreolS TkwaSalion Sameya Punta Place (In Slereo) X Lamb Chop awater Roger. I Katie and CrtaaX Maojc School Bua Newton'a 
CD gnu) utnoaaurs (InStfieolI Dmoeaur. (eiStatao)» Paid Pi uss am p^a Program J—ySweggart Jam lumedy JragonBall Dan Berry Home Paid Sundays 
CD it xi *-.-;. ZornRktee Again Main Floor [Motor Sport. Working Woman Ws* Street Jml Peld Program Paw Program IS. reknomen Catanniei Dreams Animal Adventuree Raas«y Check(R) 
W Paid raVour Buameaa Hour of Power (In Stereo) ChurollofToclaw Prmceee Gweneveni Slryaurter Strike Force Jltrelorce iln Slereo) Street Sherka Span Striker. Teknoman Freeh Prince osBaMkX 
CABLE    STATIONS 
COM Paid Program 
Md 
Program 
PaM            Ipaad 
'rogram        [Program 
MysaeryStWsce-TtaaatarJelre-EacapeZOOO.-r^voh 
an astronaut returns Irom space weh an alien embryo (R) 
M»a»> 2oSa Po*lea»y PotBtaty Dr Katr. nsMtnaM 
ESPN Senior PGA Goat Tna TraMOT    Third Round. (R) 
S*«a^    IflpartncssntariB) 'artorahe 
Coarao 
■eldest. 
PGA 
neldetha 
PGA Tour 
NBA'a 
Greatest 
Sportacenta. Sporta jport- 
ewwakty 
HBO 
(4:20|a»O<ea:ae-Zaro 
rr»larins»-(tSB4)'R' 
Movie:.. '■0«fle«''(1986)Akbrarian 
ioaae aa a New York Cry pokce crtioar 
lUdeonlOo. 
onKJdaX SaoryX 
WlianlolOi 
(ki Slereo) I 
Hovia:.... -AUdaPmce«"(i9v6. 
DrsnujIEkujnorBron. (In Stereo) «■« 
Movie: ts)«V> Torta 
GiaTip-(l9M)TomHanltt. 
SC WlHocatn/:LoaAngelH>l Orlando 
lime Cute 
R) 
FUSOOI ■taoM(R) OubGolfiR) assr feorta/ Hearth Soorts; Hearti Powarnder Mafia* Driver CkaoOoa Brand Strand God Dutdoor Encouniara 
on (430)Movie:... "Or JekytandAfr Hyo»-(I9M) 
•uhartHair 
OMca 
1CI Medu 
Source 
ICI Key Media QKrunch Bad 
Scksntiet 
AntKlrevlty 
Room I. 
ia-FI Buc Meat 
CaraM(R) 
neida Space 
(R)B 
USA FatU of UeelPaM TO"               |Prograai NJd C-Net Central ,R) ars Chipmunk Eas*sr(R)X NlnptTraee ***** LsoatpaM in Slarao) I tontti. Hedgehog WtMCATS. (tnSterao)B SewKja Dragon .1 Itraet 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
1 11:30 i 12:00 1 12:30 1  1:00  1  1:30  1 2:00 1 2:30  1 3:00  1 3:30  1 4:00  1  4:30  1 5:00  1  5:30 
BROADCAST    STATIONS 
CD Faced* Nation » To B« Announced Sports Show Momertson Ice ,X Ula and Trmee ol Bobby JoneeX PGA GoH BellSouth Classic -• Final Round From rhe Atlanta Coun'ry Club r Marietta. Qa.(Uw)l) 
© ToMoUp From Program Walt Disney World Happy Eartar Parade (In Stereo) Extremists Land luge Quest.. On Top ol the World US Ski Team Women s Pro Beech Volleyball Figure Staling: Skates ol Gold HI An erhiMon leatjrng past Olympic charnprjfts. From Abany. N V (Ft) 
© (1100) MM iMPreaaX NawDay Marketing Paid            ITennis Family Crde Cup - Fnal From Program     |s« Paw PMntsWi si Mori Head. 8.C. NBA Showtime « *3A Baslurtball San Antorso Spurs at Los Angeles Lakors From the Graal Weitom Forum. (LM) X NBA Basketball 
© think Tank =inngUne Tothe         |Peving the Way (In Slereo) Contrary      |X Hope la a Literate Woman Ysrkel lo Market Editors McLaughlin On* on One McLaughlin Group Hove "L> Speck the Baby Doc" (In Slereo) I 
© Computer Chronic*! *)ve "Or Spot*meBaby   IThiaOkl        Julia's Doc"(lnSleroo)X             |Houa*(R)X Kitchen Marda Adams Frugal Gourmet J Saw Many Quits Sawing With Nancy Lawrence Weir Show Easier" Adam Smith: Backlash Tony Brown 
© Paid Program Movie: n't "Fresh Horsw"(l988) Holy RisgwaW A Mas^sluo>nlhasalla^wtJianisiad^catadaiomin. To Be Announced NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings al Chicago Bockhawks From United Center (In Stereo Lm)K 
CD Darketatkera JlaoMora MOO MUC         IWorldol National Masters       {Geographic American Gladiators (in Stereo) I U.S. Customs: Claaemed (R) (In Slereo) Major League Baeebsd Delrca Tigers al Oakland Athwcs fmlheCojUandCokseum (Lrve) 
© Sup by Slap in S'.i'ieo) ■ •ovis: «••% 'Supra Of W Sun "(1967. Orama) Christian Bale. John Makovch. Mranda ReMrdson A boy must survive by IM was n a WWII merriment camp. This Week in Baseball Mafor League Baeabad Delrot Tigers al Oakland AlhJeKs. From the Oakland Coliseum (Live) 
CABLE    STATIONS 
COM 
TheCrrtk: Movie: ••'. "Jialr>» or trie Gin<( 1985) Joyce Hyser   iDr.Katt, 
Arirjh-scttoolstuctax4rxa«sasaboyloenlBracoraest.    |Thenpiet 
Dr Ketz. 
Tharapiai 
Dr Kill. 
Ttierepist 
Or. Kab. 
Therapist 
Or. Katl, 
Therapist 
Or Katl. 
Therapist 
Or. Kan, 
Therapist 
Or. Kan. 
Tharapiai 
ESPN 
l' MiSportsweekly Ooft IrtorcctknaM Toumamsrrl. From San Joaa. CaM. Davle Cup Tennis Ouanertmal Round ■■ Unled Stales al Ciech fVspuokc Decking 
rruyxftlromPrapjjs,Cia*rsarjuh|c. 
Senior PGA 
God 
HBO ;i»4S|ltOvlt:M«
1l •ForrestGump" 
(1994) Tom Hanks. (In Stereo) TC-IJI 
Movie: MM "Joe Versus trie Vofc*»-(I990) A dyrj 
man opts lor suodai asotoment on a PacaTc stand TO 
rJoel olTrar^ Takes On-. 
(R) (In SMreo) IB 
Kids in the 
Hall 
Movie: ••• Tajs»"(l994) Acoiahabs 
her young master adjust lo country Me TO 
SC With 
This Mole PGA Tour Cottage Booeoal Mumi el Fonda State [Live) Olympic Odyaaay Scheduled: Russia vs. U S A. it water 
poo natonalweqhllrrtrig cnamponshe (R) 
1CIF1 
Myrtery Span: IM9 "End ol 
stab 
Starman "He Father. Lie 
Sen 
U.F.O. The Psychobombs" Movie: ••«• 'SrarrV«-s-(l977. Soence Felon) Mark Ham*. Rebels 
and robots unto lo oppose the evil Galactic Empre. (In Slereo) X 
The Bmpn 
smutBtar 
USA 
savage 
Dragon «. 
%tlm ■< st lia^^^JiaaBLaa wona niMajkflH 
rsdaredon Action Zone 
*gr««sd*r:TheS*ne*(ln 
Stereo) I 
Itar^TWylrorlUi and IheOocotW Fecfory-(l97l)A  Movie: ..'> Taarayje Uutanf Nr«i Turtles » The Seen* 
Ismrjusrxnlecsrjrierolwrsar/eMprmtolw                rj/sheOciie"{198l,**varih«) Paige Tijrco. (In Stereo) 
■I'OH^'l^iJll'Aill^ ■■ *M» ": liJK ■! (." : Jl (XII t Fill Rill IgililBlftTil 
BROADCAST    STATIONS 
SOUTH SIDE 6 
 WHERE THE PARTY STARTS 
737 S. Main 352-8639 
CD M Minutes (In Slereo) X   Cybdl (In _. .•>: To St. mh Love r (1996, Drama) A camg leacher changes Hie Ms o> rw unruly students I 
lad About  elow:»M-SrmrllevjiyO««.DrarM)rt«rt 
Magic FromOrundoArena(ijve) I Vou<R]I    presumarMeadCM WsrsoWralums»Ktwee (InSMreo)I IS 301 NBA 
&sr" 
Ghostwrite GhoaM 
CABLE    STATIONS 
Movie: •••'1 The rent- 
loads UK IsraaMee lo Ireedom (InSlereolot 
956. Drama) Chamon Healon. Yul Brynnar. Anne Baiter Bokcal 
Chcago Butt at Orlando 
(Part3o<4) (PerttoU; 
Star Trek: Voyager C 
Fire" |R) (In Slereo) X 
ow 
Tigers 
League Oeeebell: 1 IMfi 
Major League Baaeball 
■BpalalAMBi 
MovM:...TheWsnd   Nature "Bom to Run" (R| 
S*a"(l992) (In SMreo)! (knStereo)X 
AuaMnCaylJaMtsJtri 
Stereo) SS^S Bo'nloRcn' llli 
Funnktet Outtekwe'l I    ™Sano1    (In SMreo)    With 
Flipper "Suit Gang" (R) 
Star Trek Voyager "Cold 
F<e" (R) (In Storjo) X 
Moaco«(plt|C?t)X 
Maotirplici Theatre ■flrarmSFx  -An Innovation MlMeries" X 
.....j:tee"8laarl»e-(i9»l)LclhaireBluleau A 
Jeaut mristers lo tm natrvet ol iTthcantury Canada 
KTrafc Oaao Space     Roaeenne ■SlarshajDownX   |m Stereo) 
j if s Not Too 
Late! Today'elet ThisteAmerica (OflAir) Ed. 
Star Trek: Deep Space 
Nkse-StarsfijDown"! 
._.   MfclOJIOIIn 
Sle:oc' I 
Spate KM 
Movie: • TJeem rVrsh ir 
Ukes up h« gun after his 
(In Stereo) 
'  982,Drama)Avigilenla 
l ipw i laMMi 
iS& 
Tsr"" Kenneth Copsland 
COM Or.KaU.      Dr.Katz.      Robin Williams: Otl the    Movie: ee'i "JuHOneo/lheGuys"(l9e5l Ahioh- Thanplat    Therapitt     Wall (Ri school sludonl poses as a boy lo enter a corrlett. 
ESPN 
HBO 
SC 
son 
USA 
Movie: —t -A Utte Pmcses"(l996) A parky orl 
sutlers al the hands ol a cruel headmistress «t 
15 301 Senior PGA God: The Tradaon 
•■ Final Round Fiom Scotlsdalo. AnJ Baaeball Tonight 
rh.%, InOTrJcf 
Malor League Busts! New York Yankees at Tens Rangers. From the Badpark Bporttcsnlsr X 
in Artnglon. Tern. (Live) X 
Movte: ••• "The Brady Bunch Hove" (1995. Comedy) Shelley Long PG-13 
a On    Absolutely   Lounge 
Fabulous     LOarJe(R) 
Movie: .»• "Boys on me St*"(1995) Across- 
country tnp draws three woman together 'R1 x 
Scoreboard Hockey       M. Hadary: Lot Angeles Ice Dogs at CUvettnd LumMnackt i(Uva) 
GaSniSSs 
NHRA 
5:45) Movie: ••«» The Ernper/ SMM Ba»*-|l»Bu1 Matt 
tarn*. Oarth Vader launches an attack lo crush the rebeion X 
'liO¥to:-B>»t»uixS-(l996)CoitislBernsan.An      iMurder, She Wrote 
author and a detedive rJoggedly tra4 an escaped Icder   "Amsterdam KJTI 
TrS$!t'm 
eol Tracer Takes 
(R) (In Slereo) X 
MotoraponaHour(R)      Olympic Odyaaay (R) 
MovM:irM%-r«stlmrXr7»Jedr(l9«3,Soe«»Fa»w From Star Ware to Jadl: 
Ford Luke Skywaker and hit comrades face a tvial ccrtrontabon (In Slereo) X    The Making ol a Sage 
RaOng 
Movie: "The 
Big Easy' X 
Anuuinq 
StorlesK 
Ranagada-ThsKngand SOt StaKngs "Prey ol    IW StaUiga "Nl 
r(mStereo)X the Far (R)>Slereo)X Seiecoon" (R) x 
Tlilglwlnder: The Series 
"BSdDeynl n Boeing A" X 
MONDAY EVENING 
BROADCAST    STATIONS 
© News I CBS News Wheel ol Fortune I r*""1 Nanny (In SlereoIX AMaoat Psrlscll BS5V Good Company 2rae^RHPsw!o)I News < Late Show (in SMreo) X as.1? 
© Nan &"" foW- JrdCo, Second Noah "Dreamboal" (In Stereo) High IncJdenl (In Stereo) Murder One "Chapter 1 anew sn" (si Stereo) X Newel Nighoine « CheereX r*mpes> 
© News -BCNnrt Slereo) I Moat Wanted Freeh PrlnS, low: TstvLast Chance"(1996. Drama) A kwvager copes wUh substance abuse and a murder charge X M'A-S'H « Tonight Show (In Slereo) msireo) 
© 5222 Wr Nawshour W» Jim LehrarX wiTd". Hidden Workte.i- JreaBhrough: Scssnca Brwakthrough: Science W^ Ovarte Rose (In Slereo) Cdl/s.) 
© NswahourWUhJIm LehrarX Frugal Gourmet J MM America X i: Science fcss«hrough: Science SS2- Chare* Rose |ln SMreo) ssr 
© Nome Improve. (Vi Slereo) MaMd TnaWaler :oach « way lo the 10© tf a corporM con^omtfM. I Newel Roessnns (InSweo) SMr Tree; V 'Irvtocence" n^reroo)! 8B*1- •gM Court 
© ?5ffifliVaTSlrao] ropCopa (In Stereo) Rescue 911 In Stereo) ItwTrah ifcwlieti Mast "Through s LensDark^llnStereS] Esti am dsbsty Rush LMmugh pXoT PraaaBoi Nld  
© (ViSaamo) loeedtmi (In Stereo) Home Improve. Home improve SHrTrak:Voymr ~\mxmce" (fn SWfeo) ■ iluwhaie Man "Through a UraDtn^lmSiVrso) News FSC. ST- Star Trek: The Nad Generation "The Bams" 
CABLE    STATIONS 
CMI tsr SSS E5Z5 OreemOn %%s<tisz isa !Kr Dream On tsr~ rsSSc? SMursttyNkalMlMFtca Uoran.'^ DrasmOn 
ESPN 
Up Close Sportacentsr 
Championship 
Flours SkMktf Work) Chsmarnahpe - Pan « 
Dance Fna* From Edmortoi. Ata 
Bseebal 
Tonight 
sportacsnlerX To35? lacrosse 
HBO lioSl: Movie: ••* "TTie Looney. Lconey.        iMovis: •• "The Speoaksr" (1994. Drama) A woman Lo>ieyBi^BurviyAajvw"(l961)'G'    asks a bomb eipen lo ehmnete three gmgsters IT lo Love or KM: Man ve AMasal(ln Stereo) X Movie:.'! "A Insssol KKT (1994) Murderous mousses made a peyoJotocssrs ■oi Shi. W 
SC Tonlte luLtstye Race 
Tribe TV (R) Journal (R) ITak Journal (R) sssr tzzsr* brS^atn Rugby m America From Hong Kong. 
SCIB 
SUMWonDoaarMan 
-OeaKy Countdown" ■ Zonsffi 
Monalars    |Ouentur.Lssp"lee 
Harvey Oswalt I 
'antaarJc Journey 
hSeyondlieMountar- 
iideylhel3th:The 
Series-kkdnoJURaers" Zone* 
Moneters Xarrlum Leap Tee 
Harvey Oswilf I 
USA zmssTm"" stE)% Skweol*    pSSTii Hong Kong" X »WF: Monday Mght SStctYTfc Satnofll Na^OunTssanio|(X *i£S!«'ii!?m*m 
Don't forget 
to Spring 
Forward on 
Easter Sun- 
day. 
Brought to 
you by your 
friends at 
WR. 
u 
ear lwmiUUto»M*Si IW 
TYPING SERVICES AVAIIAHl.i: 
Resume Services 
Reports/Papers 
Dissertation Thesis 
Transcription off cassette tapes 
DataGenter_ 
352-5042      ® 
■Ct UPS Authorized Shipping Outlet 
■Ct Fed Ex Authorized Shipping Outlet 
Fed Ex tradcsmarks by permission 
Happy 
Easter! 
TUESDAY EVENING 
1 (5:00 1 6:30 1 7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30 1 9:00 1 0:30 110:00110:30111:00111:30 [ 12:00 112:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD News! CBS News Wheel ol     Ijeopardy! Fortune X [l The Client The Good SamanUn" (In Stereo) I Movie: -Face of Err(1996, Drama) Traoty Gold A clever artist marvpulales her roommate's rich father NewaX Late Show (In Stereo) X lateUte Show a 
€B NM.I ABCWId News fi*   fT**" Roaaanne (In Stereo) Coach ;n. X Home Improve. Dana CerveyX TUHWVQ POWI X NssrsX Wghtjir.it Chaam -Whodunn?' Tampeatl 
© News NBC News ,%& |SSL S\"?. 1 3rd Rock- Sun Fraalerln Slereo)! John Lanoquelte Dateline (in Stereo) X ITA'S'H X Tonlght Show (In Stereo) llnSlereol 
ffl Ocssnus Bualnau Report Newshour With J,m lehrerff Nova Mafflcn ol-? Amazon" (In Stereo) X Frarrtlino "Angel on DealhRovr   I Journal "latnos n farthwest Ohio" Computer Chronicles Chart. Rose (In Stereo) (OtIAIr) 
© Newshour With Jim IshretX jourmett! MM America I Nova "Warriors ol me Amazon" (in Stereo) X Frontline "Angel on Death Row" I Wisdom ol Faith "A EU Movers Spaoar I Being Served Charlie Rose (at Stereo) inatruc- nonal 
© Home Improve Simpsons Mr Ptw SeitesWJIn Coach Coach I Hovia: t. ,"lheGo(MSon"(l993.Suapanse|A My rjscovarsh* young cousr has an art streak X News IT Roaaanne (In Ste'eo) Star Trek The Neit Generation QP1D X Harried With Ntaht Court JaiiBan 
CD Northern Exposure "Sex, iSS55 Rescue 911 'In S:ereo) •oaaha tSS7 ■ Mnor Adfuat 'EpsooaFvc  rSKvoi Sightings (R) (In Stereo) Ruth limbaugh aer Press Box Paid Program 
® Simpsons U> ("10* Rossanns (In Stereo) Home «A Baakatbtt Damn Pistons at New Jersey Nets From Conbnantal Airhnss Arena. (Live) lam Fresh Prince Harried... with Star Trek: The Next Generation "Hide and 0" 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
Hichaid 
Jeni 
Traoty 
UHrnan 
PoWkMy 
Incorrect 
Dream On 
(Part l ol 3) 
Kids in the 
Hall 
KMaln the 
Hal 
Kidlinlhe 
Hall 
KJdalntho [DreamOn 
Hal 
Richard 
Jeni 
PoWcaiy    Saturday Night Uva 
Incorrect     Host: Kamkten Turner. JffTofti 
ESPN 
lip Clou Sportscenter Doctor. Special teoayaot Glory Yachting Eipedition 
Antarctica II 
Baaaball Sportecantar I Baaaball 
TonkjM [Scln?* 
HBO Bc3a: Movie: ee'n TMyDu*lUMt Fantastic Isunr (1983. Comedy) 'G' 91 Ifcwia: ««■■ cmmy B»"J 1995, ComeOy)ChnsFaney TC IT* Comedy Hour "George Carkn Back in Ten" X Hone: •• TaUofa fampre"(19»| Alotldon vampire crosses paths mth ha rerncameted tover. R' Mov«    M SajpfaWr- 
sc To*. Buckeye Race 
SporlswrtlsraoiTV tggQgj^WMC**** Cottage Baa aha! tndrana vs. Ohio Stale 
SCIFI 
SliMsrarjnDossrUen 
"ar>odV" 
Twilight 
Zone* 
aonstscs sSS'5l-p('n ^iBviolliaGodt" Friday the 13th: The Sariai-Rapauion" Twilight Zone* Monsters CrMfrtun Las T*oajhera loRiiiAugu5l0.1968- 
USA 
Rensgade The Trial ol 
Reno Hares" (In Stareo) SwS)* bat kturoer.She Wrote "For Whom the Bel Toil" X l2n^WBU^heavywev/« tea bout .(IM)D SAStaMnga-Paity-t CWr"(R)(lnSlereoIBI rkrtksndsr: The Series "DaarJV MarJrone" I 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 1 
^mm^\'mm~r*:<mmHijmmf*.-jmm.fiijmm.f*:mmfiijMm.i*:muvR<.iMBVi*l.iM*iHiJMUtf*'Anmr-H\.iMmv**.:ii\ 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD News K CBSNewe Wheel ol Fortune IE Jeopardy! Wortd'x txaw llrj»W:-Tr»OaavarariMof£laf."(l996)Anei- convict upsets a lonely woman's sheterecf existanca News I Late Show (In Stereo)! Show! 
CB News » ABCWId News Ent Tonight lard Copy aaiT ssoTx? Grace Under Fire Slereo)! Prlmetime Live X News " *ghtlme.« Cheers! Tsmpsstt 
© Nam NBC News Cope (In Slereo)! Moat Wanted «**'<* DMaane (In Slereo) X LawAOrdar "Alonement" (Vn Stereo) H-A-S-H X Tonight Show Actress Marsu Hennar. (In Slereo) Late rtght (In Slereo) 
G> Leemto Read Suakreee Report Nawthour With Jim IshretX tg^c*,^ BuclunmatKFute^iraJnoOut       Gandy Loud "AnAmerir^Maslerslpaoar    Dancers I Jgmo-oi- Journal "Latmos <i NorhwesTKio" (R| (OKA.) 
SD Newshour With Jim LehrerX Frugal Gourmet tr. MM America " Aoman City (R) (In Stereo) X BixIcmralatr^rJte'nirnSingOut       Gandy loud "AnAmencsnMastersspeciar    DancarsX K2d Chart. Ross (In Stereo) matnic- tional 
63 Home Improve. Simpsons (In Slereo) Seklteidjn Slereo) X Coach (In Slereo) T Bevarrvhsla. 90210 IbkaW ' Kindred The Embraced ■Nrght Sutler (h Stereo) NawaBI Roaaanne (In Stereo) Star Trek: T. Next Canatatton (In Stereo) I Married... With Night Court 
CD Northern Exposure A Kortak ManSit- X Top Cope (In Slereo) Reecuean (UStarao) taMM The Debt" (In Swmjuabot "Where Ware You m72TD High Tide "The Curse of MHajh T>*j" (R) Ruah DmOaugh p^r Press Box Paid 
© Simpsons (In Stereo) Roaaanne (In Stereo) Home Improve. Home Improve. Sentinel "The Debt" (In SwiCt Juetlce "Where Were You m 72?" I sews Freeh Hamad... With Star Trsk: The Neil Gsnsraaon (In Sle:eo] X 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
Comedy 
Network! 
Traoty       [PolMcalry 
Wlman       |lncorrerf 
DreamOn    Hovia: .. "The Survroi" (1983) Room Wesems 
(Part2ol3)  The tves ol two larj-ofl men wertwvw .revecabry 
DreamOn Convsdy PoWosSy Saiurday rtght live DreamOn 
(Part 2 at 3) 
ESPN 
UpClooe Sportscenler IrMor league Bantat Catvaland Wrant at Batmore Otoiei FromOnola 
Park at Camoen Yards. (Lrve) X 
laalor league Baaaball Altanu Braves al los Anieles Oodgers 
From rJoo^SlarJum (Live) X 
HBO 
Movie: tee ■Starrnan"(l984) U.S. agentt pursue a 
space aten and a wvjow cross-country PG X 
Movie: •• "Ace Ventura Pet 
0ereva»-(l9W)jm Carrey.-Fe-IT 
Dream On 
(In Stareo) 
Dream On 
(In Slereo) 
DrsamOn 
(In Stereo) 
DreamOn   iDraemOn 
(InSlsiso)   |(ki Stareo) 
DreamOn 
(In Stereo) 
Chaam On 
(In Slereo) 
SC 
Auguata Green Jacket ICeenstand 
Racing 
Hakx League Baaaball: Cleveland Indrana at Baienore Onolas. From Onote Park al Camdan 
vanfc(Liv5) M^luMr. ndsnat^nolss 
SCIFI 
SbMeatonDolaraian 
■Kes»wtid" 
Tw»k»t 
Zonal 
Holsters 3uantum Leap "KrssV 
Trr.-JunriTl9S9"X Dream ol Conquest" 
Friaay the 13th: The 
Series (In Slereo) 
T weight      IHonstars 
ZoneTJ) 
OiasntumLaapfln 
ststsoix 
USA W"^'* Stereo)! sSXfi vSSTiSSnS^,) rtovte: •• 'T*evjo»n"(1993, Drama) Jack Coleman. A masseur is suspected ol kievg rns over's hutband. SikSlaSkings'lCasr Cop" (R) (ln?ileieo) X TrieSsaW<*' I 
THURSDAY EVENING 
assssiaK'.'aslKif-.'aslaWiH'JJala^ 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD feres X     ICBSNews Whsslof Fortune IT Jjop-dy, Murder. She Wro.   Bn Easy Murder (in Stereo) lescue 911 (In Slereo) X U Hours (in Slereo) X News.! SStwSa. raonaarrts Lets Show (In Stereo) X 
CD News I      ABCWId News EM. TonigM fart Copy World Videos Rfry Years ol Funny Femelee (In Slereo) IB Betrayal      ■»"-•"-■»-»" News I NksmskvaX :heers « Tempsstt 
© rsserWa*                   iTwwV rwarWel teat. Moat Wanted Frktndalln Slereo) 3C Boston Common ■ SarMsMJIn Slerec) ■ teohaln E City I EB-Evsrytheig Old Is retwAgaai-(lrTstsrso)X M-A-S'H "Bombed" Tcemjht Show (In Slereo) X (In Stereo) 
© Dcssnus     Buainsss jRaport fatwahourWrthJIm LahnrX Wild America .C tiolorWeek (In Slereo) Hystaryl 'Chandler > i2""On«iaJob-B People In Motion "An Innovation Mmaenes" X UoorWaek (In Stareo) Chans) Roaa (In Slereo) (OH Alt) 
CD rstwshour With Jtm Let™ I Frugal Gourmet ■ Wild America ■ ThiaOM House ! Yankee Shop MfWtCfi    ClislflOVl & Co   "On the Job" I WaMnglor God leaping UP Being Sanrid Chares Roaa (In Slereo) (Oft A,., 
CD Home hnorov. Sampsons (In Stereo) Seinfeld "The Race- Coach (In SlereolJT SkSs «: atartnlln sBio)V New York Undercover ■Andre's Chocs" X NswsX Roeeenne (1- Stereol Star Trsk: The Nsrt Generstion'Hsll a Lie- Harried... With Night Court 
CD feotVtarn Expoaura On Stereo) X Top Cops (in Slereo) ReecueOll (kl Stereo) etnagada "No Place Lee HomeTiR) (m Stereo) Htorwartoar: Ths Ssriss "UaoarcinsPadriR) Outer Limits "White low Fever (m stereo)! Rush Limbsugh &r Prase Box Paid Program 
•3D in S5| (In Stereo) Horns Improve. Home Improve •oaaha "reaca"m Wnor AdM "Epaode Five" (In SMrso) News Prmo, etarried... Wrth Star Trek The Next GanetsOon (m Stereo) X 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
How. 
Handel uSS      |SSm? DraamOn (Pan3d3) Comedy Dal Sol (R) A-llet "      iLounge ■              UxssKlR) DraamOn Hoasa Handel PceKcally Incorrect Chns Evertturyinmcs DrsaeaOn (Pan 3 d 3) 
ESPN Up Cross 
Ipojacaaler NHA Hoctsty- New Jsrssy Daves a Washsigton l^orla» From els USAr Ararra 
(LM)BD 
Bllltll 
Tonight 
Sportscantst X Baseball 
Tonight 
rtesnrhq: 
Break Away 
HBO 
^5:00)Movie:.. "ThnM 
Amrgotr(1986) VG 
Beet dTracey Takes 
CSL(R)(lrilasrso)ll 
Btoete:ea fjorrj Tel Mom I. 
SaOvjIfer-i OaacT (igilj'PG-IJ ■ 
HovM:.. -Paybad|-(I99S, 
Suspenee) Jeeri Severance ft X 
To Lava a KB: Han va. Anraasl (R) (In 
Stereo) ■ ssr* 
SC 
rrjrsSa &r Kaenetand Ftadng Can Fast Break NBA BaassvasstCleveeirvjCevsearsalUea York IOWr»From Maxtaon Square Garden (Uvs) bxrMAdlon EglflhL-gu. Soccer raghagrrts CavsFlnsll Cavaversat OHT incks 
SCIFI 
Six HUion Doaar Hen 
Roaback' 
Tsrasght 
Zone ■ 
Btaneters IIXXl1-* Ad oi Love"                    Seriee (in Slereo) EmS sVjnatars "Daughter cfSi" X 
USA 
■QAOoSh 
^e Masters 
Rsrvagade' Way Down 
Yor«*rNewOr1eens" M PacaV Base "Over the Edge" (R) (In Stereo) X •GAGot) TheMaatsrs-FntRound Fran Augusta Natonal Got Crubrn Augusts. Ga(R)B KgttaiS™ |rS«r 
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